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An Outline of
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John Masefield's Longer

-The Narrative Technique of
John Masefield*s Longer Poems-
I - Foreword.
A-Brief statement of the material to be covered.
1-Introduction-
a. Influence of his life on his work.
?--John Masefield's Literary Technique
a. General Narrative Technique
b. Treatment of Setting
c. Character delineation
d. Point of Viev;
e. Poetical Style or Technique
3-Conclusion
II - Introduction
A-John Masefield - the writer
1-General characteristics
a. Effect and limitations of environment
b. Versatility of Masefield
(l) Ability
(£') Scope
(3) Interest and recognition accorded
J?-Masefield* s Poems end the Poetic Principle
III - John Masefield's Narrative Technique.
A-General Narrative Technique.
1-Choice of subject - elemental,
a. Poems deal with the mental
struggle of human beings or animals
against the elemental forces.

Examples - The Dauber
Reynard the Fox
The Widow in the Bye Street
Right Royal
Enslaved
Daffodil Fields.
2-Plot Development.
a. Story built around a slim incidental plot.
Examples - Right Royal
Daffodil Fields
The Dauber
The ''idov/ in the ^ye Street
b. Order of Narration
(l) Preference given to chronological order.
Examples - Reynard the Fox
The Everlasting Mercy
Enslaved
Exception - The Dauber
c. Dramatic Foreshadowing
(1) Verses serving as Finger Posts
Example - The Everlasting Mercy
(2) Use of series for dramatic emphasis
Example - The "''idow in the Bye Street
(3) Direct prophecy
Examples - Rosas
Right Royal
(a) Forecasts future for minor characters -
Example - Reynard the Fox.

d. Lack of Continuity.
(1) Unity of effect lost through the
insertion of verses v/hich represent
the author* s own philosophy of life,
(a) Effect slightly didactic
Exajn'ples - Rosas
The ''•idow in the ^je Stre
The Dauber
The Everlasting Mercy.
(2) Heightens suspense by descriptions of
nature which delay the plot.
Example - The Everlasting ^ercy.
5 - Treatment of conclusion
a. Failure to recognize the logical end of
poem
.
Example - The Everlasting ^ercy
b. Failure to bring story to a logical
conclusion.
Examples - Rosas
Enslaved
Daffodil Field
c. Surprise Endings -
Examples - Reynard the Fox
The Dauber
B-Treatment of Setting.
1-Masefield - "the painter of words."
a. Creates a definite mental image of the
unfamiliar by the use of figures of speech

b. Descriptive passages reminiscent
of Horner^ s and Turner* s paintings.
Example - The Dauber
c. Estimation of the value of Masefield^s
Settings
.
2- Setting used as an aid to action
a. Influence of Hardy
Example - Daffodil Fields
3- Masefield^s Locale Settings.
a. Attempt to preserve the traditionary
lore of the English countryside.
b. Influence of Chaucer
Examples - Reynard the Fox
Right Royal
King Cole
c. The Locale in other poems
Examples - The Daffodil Fields
The Widov/ in the Bye Street
The Dauber
d. Value of the locale settings.
4-Masefield and the "pathetic fallacy."
a. Although Masefield ignores it, the
offense is warranted.
Examples - Right Royal
The Dauber
The Everlasting Mercy
5-Eiiotional harmony.
a. Recognition of emotional harmony between
setting and theme of the story.

Examples - Reynard the Fox
Right Royal
King Cole
Exceptions found in -
The Everlasting Mercy
Daffodil Fields
The Widow in the Bye Street
6-Realistic not Ronu.ntic
a. Realistic in choice of theme and scene
b. Romantic in treatment of idealism
c. Masefield's criticisD; of Tennyson
d. Masefield's purpose as a writer
C-Character Development and Origins.
1-General delineation of characters.
a. Success in the representation of given
types
.
2-Presentation of characters.
a, Mcjor characters v.-ell defined individuals
Examples - Saul Kane-The Everla sting Mercy
The V^idow-The V»idov/ in the ^ye
Street
b. Minor characters are clear types with
individual personalities
Examples - Old Bennet-Revnard the Fox
The parson's wife-Reynard the Fox
The parson-Revnard the Fox
The stable boy-Reynard the Fox
Dick Cappell-Right Royal

5-Masefield' s treatment of dialogue.
a. Conveys the idea of dialect through
characteristic expressions.
b. Tendency towards "the closet drama" in
d3sire tcr:-j dramatic effect.
4-Kinetic characters -
'a. Male characters are Kinetic or developing
characters
.
Exampl es - Saul Kane-Everlisting Mercy
The Dauher-The Dauber
Rosas-Rosas
Jimmv-The Widow in the Bye Street
b. Rosas - a symbolic character
c. Female characters are less life-like
(1) Fail to be consistent and convincing
Example - Mary in The Daffodil Fields
5-Static characters
.
a. Major female characters are not life-like
b. Minor female characters are more life-like
Examples - Mrs. Jaggard-The Everlasting
Mercy
Miss Bourne-The Everlasting
Mercy
c. Slight tendency tov/ards sentimentalism in
Masefield's treatment of v^omen
Examples - Mary - The Daffodil Fields
The '''^idow-The Widow in the Bye
Street
Amy - Enslaved
e
6-Direct Deline
a. Masefield presents his characters directly
to his readers
Examples - The Dauber
Everlasting Mercy
The Daffodil Fields
b. Presentation by personalities
Examples - Reynard the Fox
Right Poyal
King Cole
c. Portrayal through action
Examples - Everlc sting Mercy
Reynard the Fox
7-Indirect Delineation -
a. Presents characters through the reports of
others
.
Exam^ples - The ^'idov; in the Bye Street
The Dauber
b. The effect of one character upon another
Examples - The Dauber
The Widow in the Bye Street
The Everlasting Mercy
3-Influence of Environment
a. Masefield^s characters the product of their
environment.
Examples - Daffodil Fields
The Dauber
Rosas
II
e
9 -Kine: Cole - an allegorical character
a. Explanation of King Cole as "deux - ex - machina.
Example - King Cole
lO-Character group background
a. Few major characters
b. Crovvd grouped in the bsckground resemble a
series of individual but related pictures.
Examples - Reynard the Fox
Right Royal
King Cole
D-Point of View.
1-Variable approi'Ch
a. i^refers the third person but changes point of
viev.' readily to suit the scene, character, or
plot.
2-The Internal Point of View.
a. Stories told from hero's point of viev7.
Examples - Saul Kane - Everlasting Mercy
Enslaved
b. Story told by various characters.
ExamTples - The Widow in the Bye Street
The Dauber
3-The External Point of View.
a. Omniscient point of Viev/
Example - Reynard the Fox
b. Limited Viewpoint
Example - Daffodil Fields
c. Author telling his own story
Examples - Reynard the Fox
Rosas
I
4-Masefield* s tone personal
a. This personal quality gives an added charm
to the poems.
E-Masefield* s Poetical Technique.
l-Style -
a. Masefleld^s greatest charm is found in his
descriptive Power and Style.
b. Tendency to neglect to revise his work.
Example - Rosas
c. Style improved in his recent poem?.
Example - Midsummer Kight and other Tales.
c-Masefield* s Technique
a. Poems may be read at one sitting
b. Plots are of minor im^portance
c. Poetical limitations hamper his style
d. Poetry "simple, sensuous, and passionate"
e. Poetical theory.
f. Masefield's motive in writing poetry.
Ill - Conclusion
A-Masefield a versatile v/riter
1- Shov.'S influence of the older poets
a. Probable effect on com.ing narrative
techni:,ue poetry
2-Failure to observe technical rules
a. Prefers to develop his own individuality
3-Universality of poem.s insures Masefield a
permanent position in literature

4-Realist in selection of material but romanticist
in treatment.
5-The Everlasting ^ercy and The Dauber his best
poems from the angle of Narrative Technique.
6-Reynard the Fox, Right Royal, and King Cole are
locale poems,
7-Characters well depicted but not sufficiently
motivated.
8-Masefield* s greatest fault is his failure to
recognize the logical ending of the poem.
a. Insertion of philosophical remarks which
break the continuity of the poem.
9-Masefield is a dramatic poet.
a. Certain poems resemble closet dramas.
b. Use of foreshadowing.
10-Masefield is, though not didactic, moralistic.
11-Masefield« s philosophy of life.
i
The Narrative Technique of
John Masefield's Longer Poems
t
The YIpvvp.*'!^''^ Tnr"^^-^ --ve of
. Forev.'ord
John Masefield, England's nev/ly appointed
p-^P-^ Ir-ir^-
-^e, has a distinct" literary techniciue
v.hich is not apparent until the reeder carefully
analyzes his poems. I intend, therefore, to re-
viev7 briefly John Masefield— the author--first,
and then analyze his narrative poems from the
standpoint of li+'^r-ry nrrr-tive technique.
It is esseiioial zd revievr his liie oecause
it has influenced his narratives to such a degree
" the tv^o cannot be separated easily.
(1).
"Many times a close adherence to actuality is
as advisable for the deductive author as it ±s
'*"r the inductive. Many times the romantic
writer gains as much as the realist by confin-
ing his fiction to his ovm en-ironraent of time
and place. More and more in recent years, the
romantics have followed the lead of the realist
in embodying their truth in scenes and characters
imitrted from actuality".
This is especially true of Masefield's
attitucs towards his narrative poems. The two
cannot be separated, for. he has woven his life's
experiences into his vork.
^^). Claytor Tj^^^i ^-r^^_p^ Manual of ^f Fiction
Pg. 38-39.

After hE.ving briefly sketched his life, I shall
proceed with the more common phases of Literary
Technirue, Plot development, treatment of Setting,
Character delineation, the Point of '/iev; from v/hich
he tells his story, and finally I shall comment
briefly ur^c^n ^^asefield»s Poetical TechTi^'n-.
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II. Introduction.
John Masefield is one of our modern representative
poets, and therefore, has not as yet been definitely
accorded an establii^shed position in Literature, but ps
Joh_n Drinkr.'ater v;hil^ speaking of John Masefielu ^..y^-
in The Muse in Council: "There is one kind of poetry
v;hich if v;e care for at all, vre crre ?lv.'ays. In its
nature it may conceivably be said that it is not of the
very rarest attar, that it never quite touches the
suprcre "'onder of phr?'^p th'^t is the last delight of
poetry. It is the poetry that takes into its processes
great vistas of humanity with their background".
This is trift-,^^^L- '^^as^i-Gldrs life has be-^" -
A ^
vari'ed that it has given him an almost universal outlook
upon humanity, thereby enabling him to present characters
vrhich live, situations v/hich are real, and
are so vividly described that the reader can understand
the unfamiliar. Roy L. French in Recent Poetry has
: Tactically accounted for Masefield's success by saying:
"Masefield shov/s everyv/here a sympathetic understanding
of ordinary people, 3 love of the open, and the frank
speech of a vigorous man, all expressed in a sv;inging
rhytrnn"
.
I" is this "sympathetic understanding" whic'"
appealed to the readers of John Masefield. Undoubtedly
Masefield^s "swingin,^" rhythm" i^s helped him also, for
-- ^-iij au-iiors fail in ^abir ^ ;. .o:'i:pu to presoiiL. zhe lives

of ordinary people because of their unnatural
Bu - " ^.g^ _
to his narratives. It delights the mind, pleases the
e?r, and satisfies the reader. I have seen high school
students, boys especially, Vv'ho dislike v,n'^^— . c^-^ '>n_
thralled v.*hen the storm at sea described in The Dauber
T7as read to them and sigh regretfully when the class bell
rang. Yet many of them had had no actu^ perience i^ith
the sea, and some fev/ had never seen it I
Masefield is very versatile ajid is equally at home
(1) .
in prose or verse. "His dramas have been successfully
produced and they range from the classical solemnity
of Pompey the Great to the more racy Tra^zedy of Man . His
novels are outstanding especially Sard Hrrker « (19^4) ".
Masefield has also v:on recognition through his ballads.
Of course, his sea ballads are the most popular "t"
famed for their beauty, but perhaps his best knov/n ballad
is the one which is founded on the traditionary lore
surrounding Saint V/ithiel. Of this, John Gould Fletcher
in The North American Reviev/ says: " Hounds of Hell is a
fine ballad and worthy of a place beside The Ancient
Mariner of Coleridge"
.
However, it is not this phase of his work which I
desire to criticize, for it is his narrative por-r^'^ rhich
have v/on Masefield a recognition v/hich promises to be
permanent.
(l) . Louis Unterraeyer—Modern British Poetry.
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Many of these poems are the result of personal experiences
and are original in treatment and subject. 'Mr. Masefield
comes like a flash of light across conteraporrry English
poetry. The improbable has be^en accomplished; he has made
poetry out of the very material that has refused to yield
it for almost a score of years". Not only 1;... . e made
poetry, but he has made stories as well'.
It is impossible to treat these poems from the- stand-
point of narrative tGclinique unless one first considers
Masefield' s life. His range of subjects is broad, for he
uses his o-r experiences as a background, and he succeeds
in presenting his themes so clearly that their universality
or truth is apparent.
Masefield v/as born in the small tovrn of Ledbury in
western England in 1878. Although his father was a
lav/yer, Masefield spent the greater part of his boyhood
on a small farm where he read a great deal. Tiring of this
life at the age of fourteen he v/as indentured as a cabin
boy on the "Con"-ay" . He had left home to seek his fortune
and observe life I V.'hen he v/as seventeen, he v/as working
as a third assistant bookkeeper in Luke O'Connor's saloon
in the Columbia Hotel at New York City; and still later
he T/as v/orking in a carpet factory in Bronx. Here he met
Mr. Booth vvho later aided him to make his v/ay. These
^^^^^ntures with society's lov/er strata proved to be a
(l) . Boston Transcript.

veritable grist for Masefield's literr.ry bc.ckground
.
V/hen he returned to England some years later, they furnish-
ed him not only with the plots but the characters and
settings, for Masefield had observed life kee^i-^ nd remem-
bered these experiences.
Perhaps his ovm boyish ".vish for adventure is expressed
in The Daffodil Fields by Michael 7..1iGn he le.ives home:
~{ir.
"And I have had enough of them, and nov/
I make end of them. I -"in': to go
Somevaiere vvhere man has never used a plov/
Nor ever read a book, v/here the clean winds bio .
And passionate blood is no"^ i'rs o-Tier's foe
And land is for the asking for ±z. There
Man can create a life and have the open air".
An almost similar sentiment is .,:.pressed in The Dauber
describing the call of the sea and the Dauber's desire
to paint it.
(") •
"DoY/n belov; clie bridge v/here the docks begin
And there I saw a clipper tov/ing through.
Up from the sea th-t morning—entering in.
And when I felt unhappy I v/ould look
Over the river at her, and her pride.
So calm, so quiet, came as a rebuke
To half the passionate pathv/ays v/hich I tried.
Then on a day she sailed, but v/hen she went,
(1) .Masefield—Collected Poems—Vol. I. Pg.S33.
(S) .Masefield—Collected Poems—Vol. I. Pg. 23P-S33.

l!y mind ^--s clear on 'vh.'^t I h^d to try:
To se: sea and jliips una ..hat they meant
j
That was the thing I longed to do; so I
Drer ^n'l worked hard, -nd studied '=nd ^ut by.
And ishought of nothing else but that one end.
But let all else go hang—love—money—friend.
And no^- T'-- shipped as Dauber, I've begun".
Some such urge must have lured Ma : -"^*-^ld av/ay on his
adventures. Perhaps he was thinking of his own mother's
influence v.-hen he related the Dauber's story. Cert-^ln it
is .Masefield ' 3 rela^^ives, v;ith the excepolo.. ^1 '.As
mother, failed to understand him.
Masefield, therefore, as a poet is unusual^^for he has
actually lived his stories. This accounts for the
spontaneity of manner and the biographical treatment found
in his poetry. The Dauber is, of course, the best example
Besides being biographical in tone. The Dauber is one
of the fev/ marine poems v/hich has a recognized intrinsic
value. The Everlasting; Mercy is also biographical in tone
It is the account of one Saul Kane, obviously a label
np^.n, whose story takes us from the depth of Hell to the
^ Heaven. His narrative poems are not all bajod
upon his travels, for some deal with the tranquil life of
rural England. This is especially true of the slightly
pastoral poem, reminiscent of Chaucer, Reynard the Fax
T;hich presents a clear picture of the English hunt meet.
Then again. Right Royal
, though no" good as the f • -
presents another phase of English life—the steeple chase.
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Still another is Klnp: Cole v;Mch pictures an interesting
cross section of the travelling circus' life.
Masefield's ability rests on his descriptive po7/ers
and his vigorous style vhich p.t times is dr? ra- c . His
plots do not dominate the sLory. In Rig:ht Roy^-.^ , for
example, the plot seems of almost secondary importance.
's "h"?- "^haracteri " 1 1 on " "nc' ^he oet^'in^? '"hi o^' ^u^r-''_:^h
the mc.in interest for the reader.
Although his narratives remind one of short stories in
leng' " do not believe that Edgar Allan Poe would be
satisfied with them. Masefield's narrative poems do not
agree vrith Poe's theories as originally stated in
"liav. i-horne' s Twice-Told Tales", (134£), now generdly
accepted as the criteria for the short story. Even though
the poems may be rerd '^t '-^n--^ sitting r^r^ly '
than an hour for the average reading, still tliey lack a
singleness of effect; and as the initial sentence is not
apt to crerte.the required atmosphere of the poem, Poe
would claim that the totality of effect v/as lost through
the introduction of ir^r^^j.ijai' material. Bu': Masefield's
scope is broad, and his theme ranges from th-. ..caceful
English countryside to the sea with its tov/ering clipper
to the lov/est gambling dives of the cheap city slum. If,
as Clayton Hamilton says: "Truthfulness is the only title
to Immortality, and it is only by adhering rigorously to
the truth that fiction can survive", then Masefield
becomes Immortal and geniuses are exempt from pedagogue's
rules
.
(l) . Clayton Hamilton—A Mfmual of Art and Fiction
1 7
r
_o_
"uch inter--"': has of l^^? been accor'''---'^ ?'-sefield»s
v;ork—not alone to his narrative poems, his lyrics, his
dramas, his novels, and ballads, but to his versatility
v/hich seems to promise him a definite position in literature.
As Masefield says in the introduction to Volume I of
his Collected Poems, "Th^re is the native school of poets
T;liicii has tiualities of characuer dravving, humor, liveliness,
and truth; and whatever their shortcomings, these poets
'i-'-o been in ''"'"''^ school of life inst^^r! of :::ohool of
aroifiC'?. Hovre /er harshly the next school may treat them,
that school must be a little livelier for their efforts".
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III. The; Narrative Tecbiil ^^.. -^--^n '^-sefield's
Longer Poems.
... The general teclini.^u-; of John Masefield^s Longer
Poems
.
Choica of ^-ub.lc-ct—Elemental .
As I have already indicated, John Masefield's
selection of subject i^. ^ro-^d and not confine*^- t-^ any -^n-
phase of life. He dealts v.doh all. In his choico of sub-
ject Masefield is undeniably a realist, for his poems deal
with the mental struggle of human being" •^^ -nir-'-"'5 - _
the elemental forces of nature and society's code. In
The Dauber , (l91l), the hero is struggling against the
rigors of sea life. Unfortunately, though, after the Daub
has conquered self and become a man, the very force v;hich
has made him one causes him to fail—for it brings hi^n
Death just after the ship has apparently p...s3ei ^.lir^ugl^
the danger saf^iy.
(1)
.
"The mate gazed hard to the windv/ard, eyed his sail.
And s-^id The Horn v/as going to flick her tail".
The struggle in Reynard the Fox represents the cunnin-
fox outwitting the hunters through his familiarity with
the Ghost Heath Run. Another example is The Widow in the
Bye S treet which sometimes seems to sink int^ b,.
of sentimentalism, and is founded upon the struggle of r-
mother to keep her son away from the wiles of the village
prostitir' " . '^•^ course, she fails because Anna is beauti-
ful to look ; nd her son has no desire to break with
h«r even though it causes the undoing of "^IT three.
(1) . !.Ia^efield—Collec " -^oems—Vol. I. ? ^

In Ri.^lit Ro^^, ^he horse overcouiej self, the slip^jery
muddy race course, and wins the stakes from apparently
-
-T >-p,-,-r>^ -.^---^
r:^Yic li ? . Ensl2.v3d r -' ore G en t
s
ohe men'^al suueriori'^y - Chris cit^n slave over a Moorish
Khalif and the subsequent escape of the Christians through
Gerard's verbal victory. The Daffodil Fields describes
the struggle of environment and heredity ' '^uty.
I have selected these six examples as typical struggle
of Masefield's characters ..^ overco '..e e-^e.:^.
Dauber represents the struggle of man to ^
P.e3T:i?-rd the Fox represents the spiri'*' of the ch _ ^ "nd
because the fox escapes, he becomes the actual hero of the
poem. The V/idow in the Bye Street represents the elemental
lu^-^ ?if man nf--^-^ ^he eleraent-l --^mrn. Flight Roy: 1 pr:.
'
the con.iUering of self and the overcoming of . obs tacl ? c
.
Fnslaved pictures the value of mental freedom over bodily
freedom. The Daffodil Fields indirectly shov/s the c^'""-
quence of forgetting duty when personal desire is the rulin
passion. This elemental background is ever present in
Masefield's poems; but as Louis Untermeyer says when speak-
ing of John Masefield^s poetry as a v;-hole, "Possibly
Mssefield overemphasized the passion and brut?ility, but
underneath the violence he captured that highly colored
realism which is the poetry of life, for these v/orks have
peculiar kino of physical exulting and spiritual
exul::ation that is typical of Masefield and the very rude-
ness is lifted to a plane of religious intensity".
Plot Development
The plot is not always the dominant feature of
poem. In Right Royal it seem^ hough it v.-ere merely
r
-1"-
for "her^vise long descrip+'iT^^
.
^j'j.,. : consists of .Ii.: ' -
J on his pet horse at the coming
He has dre^ Right Roy^l, horse who h?s ne
r r - ? because of his stubborn temperament, v;ill v;in
prize and thereby bring his mastr 1th, wealth, ond
ere devoted oo the basic theme while some fifty-
c-re occupied with ; ccount of the r
Thii i^ -.3. : typical ^^-^^ for usually .h.
more emphasized and developed. In Daffodil Fields .
plot is gronn'^^'^, bu'" aethod of
rambling, '"'ho oC^ri'D oliifts from the Daffodil fields
of Engl'^nd to the grasslands of Brazil nnd bar"
lng''.T.'^ . The trie is of th-^ v/r-ndering '.f-^ ch-^
a black ^^i.jep--and his subsei^uenT: reLurn to h'
The pc " ^ertalnly be grc if the locality vreve
more restri, and the ^lo^ ^no-r''^ ' ::: ' ' ' " . "f"
respect Right Royal excels The Daffodil Fields for at 1-
its setting is restricted.
The pl^" The Dauber is an essenti.l r. of :he
poem. Joe wants to learn to paint the sea and so becomes
"the Dauber". He develops into an '?ble seaman and forgets
his artistic aspirations. The ship successfully weathers
the Cape Horn storms, but in spite of this Death claims
the Dauber.
In The Widow in the Bye Street the central inter
is the plot; i"- represents the struggle t " ~ two
c
-lo-
contending forces and Jimmy is the game.
The Dauber and The V/idov- in the Bye Street are typ:
. ..: pi : c for they ha- o- r... dieted loca] ~ " ^.lot
furnishes the central motive.
Order of Narration .
Masefield on the whole seer- - - ^ • -ologio-l
order: of events when telling stories. Reynard the Fox begins
with the dav.Ti of the morning of the hunt, the g?:^thering of
the hunters, the chatter of the stable boys, -.nd then after
this introduction the story of the chase follov/s in direct
order.
The Everlasting Mercy begins with a brief introduction
telling us of Saul Kane^s first thirty years and then
starts directly with the story of the boxing so
on through the night^s adventures until Saul's reform which
was predicted in the first stanza.
T?rora »41 to '51.
3 my folios contrary son,
I bit my f-^+^h'^r's hand right through
And broke iLy .no-h-jr's heart in tv/o
I sometimes go without my dinner
Nov/ thrt T kn'")"",^ th^^ ti-m^s T'v^ giv'n her".
Enslaved Ig gIjo told in chronological order. It is
the tale of s lover who finds his sweetheart's home in
'-^shes and is told b;- " dying servant of h~^^ -^^pture by the
Moors. The lover, because he cannot ransom her, becomes a
slave on the galley. He plans an escape and thanks to
Gerard, a fellov/ captive, he succeeds.
(l) .Masefield—Collected Poems—Vol. I. Pg. 45.
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.-I'-'-'^nzh ^'-^^ chronological order L.^ llie usual order
of Masefield's poems there is one which proves the exception.
This is The Dcoaber. The Dauber is told in epic order. The
poem begins directly'- v;ith an accoun' the despised Dauber^ "
adventure at sea, and it isn't until the Dauber become
accustomed to sea life that he narrates his boyhood tale
one rainy day on deck to the reefer. Si.
(1).
"Glorious northers shouting out a psalm
/t seeing the bright blue Yjater silver fleeced;
Eormvards she rushed, trampling seas to ye
There fell a rain squall in a blind day's end
V.Tien for an hour the Dauber found - -(^T-i n^.
Under the poop-break sheltering from the rain.
The Dauber sketched some likeness of the room,
A note to be a prompting to his brsin.
A spark to make old memory re-llliim j
"Dauber", said someone near him in the gloom,
Hov; goes it Daub'.-r?" It was the reefer, ,3i,
"There's not much use in trying to keep dry".
Si said the Horn was still some weeks away.
"But tell me. Dauber, v;hen d'you hail from? Eh?"
The Dauber proceeds to tell Si his story, but Si g^--^
to sleep and the Dauber tells it to the reader instead.
This brief introduction furnishes the background for the
third canto which is, therefore, expository^ in style,
(l, = Hasefield—Collected Poems—Vol. I. Pg. 2PA.
c
V/hile reading Masefield^s poems, one cannot fail to
notice the drs.'^.rtic f '^reshp-clo^.'^ing of events. Sometimes
there are only a few verses, bu'>: they serve as finger posts
to the story. Other poems contain stanzas, v/hile another
contains a dramatic series which completely foi ^
the movements of the characters. One example I b Iready
mentioned--Saul Kane's reform which is suggested in the
first stanza of the poem. There is a more pointed, cu.
the sixth stanza just at the close of the introduction, v/hen
Saul X?.ne says, after having mentioned that "nineteen times
he went goal"--
(1) .
"Nov;, friends, observe and look on me,
Mark how the Lord took pity on me
By Dead Man's Thorn ¥7hile setting wires".
Masefield then proceeds to narrate the story of Srul
Kane's adventures but the reader is prepared for the reform
which concludes the poem.
Perhaps the most striking example is the dramatic series
v/hich is found in The Widov; in the Bye Street foretelling
Jimmy's dov.Tifall. The first comes just after the happiness
of the mother in her nov/ almost mature son has been described
(2) .
"And all the time Fats had his end prepared."
This does not seei'. very pointed, but after the four
principle characters have been described, the following
verses bind the fates of the four together.
(3) .
"So the four souls are ranged, the chess board set.
The dark invisible hand of secret Fate
•Masefield--Collected Poems--Vol. I. Pg. 846.
(")• " " " Vol. I. Pg. 149.
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Brought it to come to being that they meet
After so many years of lying in wait
While vfe least think it he prepares his Mate.
Mate and the King^s pav:n played, it never ceases
Though all the earth is dust of taken pieces".
The characters have not as yet met, but "the chess board
is set", so that in the second canto v'hen they do meet
the reader is prepared for the result.
"V.'hen Life knocks at the door no one can wait,
V/hen Death makes his orrest 'n-^r^
And so with Love, and Jimmy found it so."
Jimmy has seen Anna and Death is about to make his arrest.
Jimmy, his mother, ?nd Anna go to "the King" for a cup of
tea and Dea^h star us knitting Jiramy^ s shroud.
"And Jimmy's heart blood ticking quick and loud.
And Death beside him knitting at the the shroud
And all High Street babbling v.ath the fair
And white October clouds in the blue air."
But only the reader knov/s what is happening to Jimmy,
for everyone else has his attention centered on '"h'^ '^"ir.
A fevf stanzas later, when the dcy is ending, the follov/ing
verses convince the reader that Jimmy's dov/nfall is now
only : -i.uestion of time.
[1) . Masefield—Collected Poems—Vol. I. Pg. 156.
(1).
(2).
tt tt Vol. I. Pg. 157.
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. "And Death stopped knitting at the muffling b?nd,
"The shroud is done", he muttered, "to- "hin".
He snapped the ends and tucked the needles in"
.
The game is almost finished, v;hen in Pert Five just pfter
Jimmy has lost his job in the mines and has realized at
last that Anna was playing with him, we find two references.
The first is the awakening of the desire in Jimmy's be-
fuddled brain to kill his favored rival
—
"It Y;as his ace, but Death had played a trump.
Death, the blind beggar, chuckled, nodding dumb,
"My game, the shroud is ready Jimmy come."
And so Jimmy goes to Ajina's cottage to get his costly
revenge
.
The last reference occurs when his mother, v/ith
whom he has quarreled, tries to find her son. Upon learn-
ing that Jimmy has lost his job and gone to the pub,
she feels secure, for she is confident that Anna will
"throv/ him over". The sorrowing mother decides to go
home and v/ait for Jimmy's return. This is ?n error and
the reader realizes it because the following verses all
too plainly foretell the end.
\
-13-
These seven inferences shov/ how by means of dramatic
foreshadowing Masefield has created a chain of evidence
^
v/hich introduce an element of suspense and tension. It
v:ould have been impossible for Masefield to h^:^-^ obtained
this effect in any other way, for they height ' '"^"matic
force and prepare the reader for the conclusion. Although
each ono serves ? distinct purpose and helps to bring out r
concenura oion of motives, still, I rather feel the.
dramatic emphasis would be just as great if the' fewer
ir. the series.
The future is similarly forecasted in Rosas , but in
this poem, it takes the form of a direct prophecy. Lord
Rosas looks at his grandson an':^ n
when asked v/hy he weeps--
(1).
"Because I see round that child' l 1
A sign of evil things that will betide
Through him, being man—There is a bl"jr
A blur of blood, a devil at his side
I see his future, that ns whv T cr:'^'^."
Then in speaking of his mother's training of the fatherless
boy Masefield says:
(s). -
"Some few short years, some bitter bouts they had
That old hot proud un-understanding one
Roused night and day the devil in the lad.
She v/ith her plans and he v/ith all his dreams
the great v/orld v/ashed by the ocean streams."
(l) . Masefield--Collected Poems-Vol. I Pg. 4S5.
(S) " " " Vol. I.Pg..4?6.
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These fev/ verses conclude the prelude to Rosas, and from
there the tale follows in direct chronological order. The
careful reader can easily foretell v/hat the young lad»s
future -will be, even though the actual incidents are con-
cealed .
In Hi.gjht Royal the -foreshadovdng is not so plausible.
It is based on Charles Cothill's dres.m, and his imaginary
conversation the next morning with his horse. Right Royal.
Dreams are such unre^liable omens I
Not only does Masefield forecast the future for his
major characters, but he is inclined to prophecy the
future fv-^r his minor characters. This is not always
v/arranted, for it requires a knov/ledge which is greater
than the immediate story requires and it also delays the
action. In Reynard l'..e Fox such an example occur. " 'len
Polly Colv/ay comes to the hunt, Masefield remarks—
(1).
"Poor, pretty Polly Colway' s hair.
The grey mare killed .'"•^ ~h'~ brook
Dov-Ti Seven Spring's Mead at VJater Hook
Just one month later, poor sweet woman."
This is really unnecessary, for th.'^ ^- intere^-.
primarily in that day»s hunt, not that of a "month later".
Not content v;ith the tPle of Polly Colway, Masefield shows
hovv Polly's death affects tuG life of her fiance,
confidences are misplaced and really have no bearing on the
Gho3+: Forth Run.
L£ck 0^ Continuity .
Not only is Masefield inclined to insert prophecies,
(1) •-field--Collected Poei.1^—Vol. II. Pg. 16.

-re-
but he breaks the development of the theme by the insertion
of """erses s^en. "^o rc'^rc^sent his ovnn philosophy of
life. Sometimes they are v.-arranted, but oft '.by seem
apart from the central theme and. annoy the reader because
he is interested in ""h^ story and not in i^.^-'ior's ideas.
Masefield^s purpose is to increase the ^iispense, add to
the dramatic effect, and force a contrast of values. On
the vrhole he succeeds, but occasionally the reader is not
interested in Masefield's philosophy. In Rosas , when '".
daughter is ?.bout "^.o elope vil'' riest bpc^use she is
being fared .o ciorry another, MasefieicI jjhiiu^ophii ";.d
says
:
(1).
"Love plays for life, love stakes upon the cost.
Love is both blind, and i-y 1-"- ^-^-'r—-
Beauty in the night, a litcle flam , blov;s .
"
The reader is not apt at such a time to be intere^-
Masefield's attitude tov/ards love; he v/oul'' ^ ~
hear more about the eloping lovers and reser. ' ^ z
action.
Another similar example occurs in The Widcv, iu .l.-c
Bye Street after Anna has just succeeded in vrinning Jimmy's
admiration.
(s).
"Love is p flame to burn ou'" birr-r '"ills.
Love is a flame to sel: the v.ill on fire.
Love is a flame to chf ' n into mire.
This is slightly more acceptable zo the reader for the
action is closed by this quotation.
1) .LI? sefield—Collected Poems—Vol. I. Pg. 430
.
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An adciitional 4,110 tc. u ion, ..liij" ' Tro;;: The
Dauber Is ;-lso objectionable to the reader. Joe has
just fallen from the mast to the deck, and rs h-' ^-ios,
Masefield remarks:
(1)
.
"In many v^ays Death puts us in a pen."
Masefield then continues his description of the other reefe"
but for the moment, the effect ^ be.-^i lo- .
Here is one selected from The Everlasting Mercy . It
seems unwarranted. Just before the boxing m?tch Srul
thinks he v/ould gladly give up Lhe bout v/ere Ic not for
rhat his friends .;ho had backed hirr night say. Masefield
philosoph-* z^s saying:
"Oh Lord, the sin done for the thin^ .-.cre's
money in."
Another reference is pure poetry and almost didactic. It
is Saul's explanation v/hy he spared the parson's vandov/
after breaking every other v.dndow in tov/n, rll because he'd
given Saul an orange once, when Saul was little.
(5) .
"And he who gives a child a tre- i:.
Makes joybells ring in Heaven's street.
And he who give a child a home
Builds paloces in Kingdom Come,
And she v;ho gives a baby birth
3rings Saviour Christ again to Earth.
For life is joy, and mind is fruit.
And body's precious earth and root."
1). "--'-field's Collected Poems—Vol. T. Pg. P67.
r) . " " " " " ?47
.
(3; . ' " " " 33.

"leld hopeL rove to us ":hat there is still some
good left in the drunken Saul, but it seems r':=ther ex-
.
^ sentiment. Hovever, when It-^-^f'^l'
Saul's criticism of Mr. Jsggerd's discipline, the reader
is more convinced of Saul's goodne^ . -le has foun<^ little
Jimmy crying because he has lost ' mother in
and fears the coming punishment from mother's whip. Saul
very humbly says:
(1).
"Lor^ ^i^'e to men v/ho are old and rougher
The Oi.iings that little children suffer^,
And let keep bright and undefiled
The yon.n^ -j^-r" li"-':!- ch^^l'-."
Saul then proceeds to share the poached pear with the child
and tells him a story. The reader is surprised to find
much gentleness in the loafer v;ho a li_.l.
v/aken " " ' "le toTm by ringing the fire bells long and
lustily.
The result of such passages is, of cou-- -
and moralistic, but Masefield on the whole impress
the r'=''d°r rs being mor"^li?^tic even thou_
dis;.inct tendency towards TNir'^'Afc'rf'^'s* »
Not only does Masefield insert philosophical pas
into the rnidst of his account of dr'^m? ^i':* ino-ir'
quite frequently inserts long descriptions of natur-i ".vhich
serve to heighten the suspense and increase ' ^ ' ^ .
i-f.---,
^tI"* -
'
--n
-J-'o- -'--^v.--! jj^ The Ev^rla sting
(l) . - 2. ''--'^-^^ "I : --Vol . I. .

find ^ollov/iPi^
-.1 is just: re 'earning victorious io the Lion vvita his
cronies from the boxing bout and is about, to spend his ill-
gotten purse of gold. Masefield describ.^
Saul sees it. The vvhole description slows
of tho poem, but it brings a refreshing
and rela::;i5 the -.ension^ Ui~:rv^b7 j^c-ving ' :.y for
next exciting incident.
(1).
"The moonlight shown on Cabbage Wr"";-^
T »7T- o ^'Vio 1 1 TTi'^ s ^ o""i lo'^lc 1 iVe L .
It ivas too laLs for c^ny peopl..,
TY.-elve struck as we went by the steeple,
A dog barked and an owl wf ^ " ;
The squire* s brook was still a-failing.
The carved heads on the church looked dov.Ti
On "Russell Blacksmith of this Tov/n."
And all the graves of all the ghosts
V/'ho rise on Christmas Eve in hosts
To _ancb and carol in festivity
For Joy of Jesus Christ's Nativity
(Bell-ringer Daive snd h: s t'^^.-o sons.
Beheld 'em from the bell .;ower once,)
Two and tv/o about about.
Singing the end of the Advent out.
Dwindling do\m to ?;indlestraws
V/hen the glittering peacock craws,
"-h^ glittering peacock should
'when ChrisiL's ov/n star comes over the wood,
(l) . Masefield—Collected Poems—Vol. T. - :3.

• Lamb of the sky come out. of fold
'"p.ndering windy heavens cold.
3o they shone ' '
When all the bells ring out
Ran'" ^ "^p-^l'for Christra?s morn^
Glor>, -^en, for Christ is born."
The dancing of the ghosts is certainly quite a change
from the "'?r:' ^'i'-id descrip""^' "^n ''h- ^-^---t^- ^.,4-^>,^
Masefield convinces the reader in a very c±ever v/ay of it
plausibility by stating his proof thivi: "Bell-ringer Dav/e
and his -"^"^ beheld * em from the -^n^:.''
Certainly this is conclusive evidence! Then a little late
comes this passage--
(!)•
"Dom in the lane so thin and dprk
The curate's pigeons gave a flu-.-r,
A cat v/ent courting down the gutter
And none else stirred ? foot or i" ' .-'r.
The houses put their heads to-getli~;r.
Talking, perhaps so dark and sly
Of -11 the folk they'd seen go by.
Children, and men, and v;omen, merry all
T.Vho'd some day pass that way to burial."
This quotation shov/s Masefield's descripti . i ^ "
his active imagination. -It has served tv/o purpose3--it
has lessened the tension from the vividly described bon-
ing match and given the reader a brief respite before the
description of revellers' celebration. The next descrip'
'^^V Masefield--Collected Poems—Vol. I. Pg. 55.

passage comes v«hen -e all drunkenly asleep after
'-"-^Lv '""•"'^u --only Srul K-n^ " -:rt after,
"the bliree long hours of gin and smoke." He still cr
action.
(1).
"And I got up; I nted ai"^.
I opened the v;indo\v wide and leaned
«
Out of that pigstye of the fiend
.And felt the wind go like a grace
About the sleeping market place.
The clock struck three, and sweetly slowly,
The bells chimed Holy, Holy, Holy."
Then comes the birth of his soul's av/akening v/ith the
thought
—
"If this life»s all the ber re better"--
but with "^.h' thought comes the desire ""^1:^ '"he sleeping
tovm, Diid Saul is off for his night^s adventures. The litt
peaceful description has saved it from becoming sordid "nd
incidentally has helped to heighten the effect of the
follov/ing scene. Again Masefield inte:£upts the action of
the story to describe the sky as Saul's hectic day is' endin
(3).
"Jrne wasn't where we'd planned—the jade.
She'd thought me drunk and hadn't stayed.
So I went up the v/alk to look for her
''n'^ lingered by the little brook for h~r,
kn^ Joussd my face, and drank at spring,
(l) . Masefield — Collected Poems--Vol. I. Pg. C:-31.
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And watched the wild duck on the vring.
The moon crw.'^ rip''- ' ^ Ydnd c?.me cool_,
A Mg Pike ^c..^. in ^Ix.. Lo -"-ol.
The Peacock screamed, the clo.uds were straking.
My cut cheek felt the v/eather breaking'.
An orange sunset waned ?nd thinned
Foretelling rain and western wind,
And while I watched, I hear'"' '^'stinct
The metal on the railway clinked.
The blood-edged clouds v/ere all in tatters,
m-
^ j "^eemed "t^-''' " r '-.n -
.
They had a death look v/ild and odd
Of something dark fore-told by God."
The purpose 'hese descriptive passages T '
s it helps to build up dramatic climaxes. In The Ever-
lasting Mercy t we find Saul K^rne ha -^nderful time w-^kin?^
up the / ping tovrn by ringing the fire bells, misdir^^c Lino
the engines, taking the brass nozzles from the hos
treaking the windows, scoffing at the parson? *^rd rctu-lly
insulting Miss Bourne, the Friend, v/ho finally sue in
reforming him. All this is told with a forceful vigor which
-^^' r - - 'V.f'n*-^^^ "'TOYement; then comes r_ lull -
descripcive passage ^md a regathering of forces v/hich makes
The Everlasting Mercy one of the niost vivid poems ever
v/ritten. It is small wonder LL^. . ' on the Edmond '
Polignac prize 1912!
(1).
"Masefield's poetry is of a curiously uneven texture,
(l) . Drin'-/-' " ' -^-Ganby— c;iic i v.c^n'.ieth Century Poetry.

fev; poets of anything ll.Ji^ .ii^ o^' ix. o jz^j. cijj.-u^^
of such startling lapses, but no poet of our time has more
frequentlv S-ch* '^"'^d p-?f---^? -n^ rhole poems of such flaw-
less beauty." It seems lo be characteristic of Masefield
that while he has a distinct dramatic power, he puts the
rising action into such clear diction ' ''h- :^h-er force
of the description makes a distinct appeal to his reader.
Treatment of Conclusion
One T/eakness v.-hich mars Masefield' s poetr* Iii^
failure to recognize the logical conclusion. There is 3
tendency to prolong ^h^ •-^nr'ing, thereby weakening the
effect. In The Everlasting Mercy , there are some nine
stanzas of almost lyric poetry . v;hich form the conclusion
the poeir.. ^hese may h-"- - '^nr.^-ic -'^lue, but they do
not form a suitable ending for the poem. Our active intere
has ended with Saul's reform.
Rosas also has a weak ending. Here Masefield --^"^nds
against the logical conclusion. The reader is prepared
for one -ending and Masefield offers him another. Rosas
is punished for his sins in the most improbable v^y. His
vassals and noblemen leave the country even though--
(1).
"they lodged earthern like the naked worm"
—
(2).
and all because of "the tale of those poor lovers kept them
firm". Rosas is, therefore, forced to leave the country,
for there is no one left to rule.
I rather suspect that it would take more th^--^ ""^^ "r-"".^
of two lovers to make the noble-men of Central America
(1) and (g) . Masefield--Collected Poems—Vol. I. Pg.445.

1?: . .. their IxO,... ^ .0 ii.^c in .ujun. in caves. Masefield
might have had the terrible Rosas assassinated,—it
would "have been just p.s easy and more probable.
Enslaved also offends against the logical. After
the hero, aided by Gerard, has rescued the heroine. Amy,
from the Khalif's harem only to bo rec^p tur?'"'' -nd
sentenced to an awful death, Gerard makes a speech. He
puts forth their case in a highly romantic light. The
Khalif stays his hand and fi' - '
hov^ever, is not satisfied and requests the release of
another "hopeless v^ora^n" from the harem to accompany +"h«=i
b-~ 'o England; .Ai^: r Khalif jjcrmi:
select any woman from his hsreml This ending is al
r^sinine in i^s romantic sent iraentali sm. Wh-'^ Moorish
" ^' lee a galley slave after he haJ oLolsn
one of the inmates of the hc^rem live? How. much influenc
lov '.seiield should have 1 " " lif kill'
lovers and added one more tragedy to the list of the
r^ortunr . . _ ffairs of literature. Or ' 111
he might have let the lovers escape, even though no
'v^r succe«d^d in the --ttempt. There vjp-s no actual
iiQ ^C. Tor -.laseri^^x-. ^0 pic^..ur'S the Khalif and his follov."
coming dov/n the road at that
,
particular moment; the coin-
cidence seems un^'^rranted
.
Di.ffodil rioldc: is another poem v/ith an unfortun^-^to
ending. This is due to the chain of improbable inc5^'
••'hich form t^e basic
improbable snd raeloc heir development;
3ter: ecially Mary^s, are neither
nor consis their station in ' ^ ^raan
(,
c
Mary's posilicn v/ouid nou -havo- been sent iirienL..liy
true to the old sweetheart rho had deserted her for Ihe
Spanish ber^uty of the pampas grasslands. M?ry might
sent hia the marked newspaper announcing her marriage to
his rival. Lion, v;ho had just returned from Brazil after
vainly trying to bring the v/anderer home, but if the Spanish
beauty's charms were so effective, I do not think she would
have let Michael return to England, Masefield describes
the Spaniard thus:
(1).
" A v.'Oiu^a'i v;-i0Ga great oy^o ournad.
So that he could not choose but follow where she turned."
Such p Tom-n "••oul"'' not b*^ ^"illin^ for "".lich-^l to r'=^'^urn to
Eng-i.and to ScO Iiis former sv.'eethtart
.
The most improbable is the conclusion. " ' ' aol upon
^ r'^-turn v.'iles Vlary -— y from her husband only ' -^
again change her mind,
.
She feels it is her duty co return
to her husband. The two men me';i. in the Daffodil Field.
Mic^-^'l is bringing Lion Mary's m^^"^--^- ^n' \^ „o
bring about a reconciliation. Through a misunderstanding
? duel takes place and both "^re killed. Mary, the cause
of it rll, dies jf a brokan h'.c-rw.
A girl of Mary's station v/ould have felt herself bound
•"^r^/'-^Ti true ^o h^T" hnsbTi'^ •'-ri^ "'ould have sn'hn'' t^d un-
ouGo uionably to .lio vrill sspecialiy in Englan " . man of
Lion's commanding type would not have been foolish enough
~ / ' "o look up a philandering 1-^ r
(1) . Masefield—Collected Poems--Vol. I. Pg. r97.

'i Mary was th . If he had Ihouaii, lie would nc^
e le . go so passively to his returned ri
veeks '-f^'^r the marriage. EI2 -^m^/i r\^/-
permitted him to let her go ' ' . iec .^uggle.
Finally, Masefield describes Mary 1 :omen--
(1).
"Uot made for lies, gentle, Duro nf^tured, thought-
ful wise."
Her actions contradict her charpcterization. H?=n.'
is forC'L --^xiclusion ulii.u I.lc.iv^rield
'
logical in 'r conclusi ^ nd he fails, ' n The Widow
in the Bye Stre The Everlasting Mercy , to r^cofnizc-
the logical point for • the conclusion. Though lh;j lyri
" ch he concludes has a certain sv/eetness and ch
s little r^'-- -^-^i-v ^
prolo: he conclusion to any great length, for the ical
ending is of little inter ^ o the reader v/hen the actual
story is fin:'
Surprise Endln;~s
Ot-,^. form of conclu ' hich Mcscfield handles espec-"
. -.1.^ Iw ;.£Lo surpri- idlng. Usual\ surprise end'
annoys the reader, but in Reynard the Fox it satisfies him.
i..ouuds afutr Ixlij gallant chc ^leynard has bee
more than a mere fox, he is personified and symbolic, there-
fore, he should escape. The v;hole r - - , ^ v--
of the traditionary lore of the English hunt
(1) .Ma3efield--Collected Poems—Vol. I. ?£;. 282.
r
- .
V. dunning. The chase is not v/asted for the hound.?
.d in getting a younger fox v/hich has nc n
idealized as Reynard I..... ^ and by this very cl^""-" ^V2- -
logical ending is reached. Dogs frequently confu^
trails v.hen hunting.
The Dauber hrs : surprise endin^, vhich_, ..^.^
plausible, seems to be unnecessary. There is no need
for <Jrc to be killed in The Dauber . He has become - n
efficient able seaman and Vv-on the approval of his captain
and the mate. As he is our hero, v/hy should he be
selected as the one to fall "^^--^ 'b'-^ "fc-"^-' op ga]
"
yard". The clipper has all bu^ reached her journey's end
Perhaps Masefield did it to increase the dramatic force
of the poem, but the conclus-^* -^i: -i'-
ed even though it makes the poem more realistic and
dramatic
.
i
B. Setting
Masefield--the pr, inter of .vords .
The vividness of Mcsefield^s poetry is due to the
cccuracy of his figures of speech and treatment of setting.
He creates a definite mental image or impression by compar-
ing the unfamiliar v/ith the familiar^ thereby presenting
to the reader a clear conception which is not onl^ re dily
iTT.'^ ^^s^ood bu- clerrly ^'isurllzed. B^c us^^ of th-^'_
IJastrield is frequently conipc.red lo the painter.
The Dauber has a description of the storn. jea which
is compared to Turner's painting or th'' -'/^vemen' V:^inslow
Homer's ocean swell. Conrad described the sea realistically
n prose but no other poet has ever pictured the sea as
Masefield has, for rs the D,?uber ^^^.^—
"It's not been done, the sea, no! ye', been done
From the inside, by one v.ho really knows."
Perhaps this accounts for the realism of Masefield' s sea
pictures. Here is one taken from The Dauber just as the
clipper is rounding the Horn.
"Out of the air a time of quiet came.
Calm fell upon the heaven lil:c ' drouth;
The brass sky v/atched the brassy water flame.
Drowsed as a snail the clipper loitered south
""-^-ly Y/ith no v/hite bon^^ . cr-^s her raoutlj
No rushing glory like a queen made bold,
The Dauber strove to draw her as she rolled.
1) . Masefield—Collected Poems--Vol. I. Tl?
(1).
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There the four leaning spires of cf.nvcis rose.
Royals and skysails lifting, gently lifting,
Whit^ T-v- ^-.^ ^rightnes- "^ ;- ' — _
V/hen billows ere at peace and ships are drilling)
V;ith mighty ;ierks that set the shadov;s shifting
>
The c-L^r-i-- ^Uooov. !.^iuir ^cva-^r^- " blue
Drifted like ghosts of flocks come dom to gr:
There ^h- ^rre?t skyline made her perfect round
Notchc " hen by the sea's deeper bluej
A smoke-smutch marked a steamer homeward bound,
'^h" ..-y^^irr}^*- ^T_]_ thingE :n 'r.'^'^n^ '- h'T- .
"
In tiii^ de.icri^tion Lhere is color, movement, and ^'^tinc
sensuous rppe _ . Y'Jho but Masefield would have been able
to trace z'-r'^ " ^ ^..---^r,.. m - ^.^^^ " ^ ;
"flocks come dov/n -^j-ze?" Yet, anyone familiar Y/ith
both_, " nnco reco^niz^ ':he similpri-f-y ^'s v''~rr'~nted .
^i'^-her ^ ' r^^iainds one of -ij.i^^ov; Iloiiicr's
paintings represents the sailors on board the clipper.
I ': is vividly r^^-^l"" 3tic--
(1).
"A gauntlin
^
^
A lo\ver topsail, hi.rd vith rope and leather.
Such as men^s frozen fingers fight with oft
Belov the Ramirez in Cape Horn \.e-
The arms upon the yard have all together^
Lighting the head along, a thou^jht o-.ciirred
":in th^ '^^nter'^ in like. c.. li^.x. jird--
That if h w that line of sailors' faces
^-'-^
•".f-'^-fi-lc'--Collected Po'-,--—^^ol. I. Pp'.'""^'^.
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ting th '1 their passionate pl^y end change
I"^ is the long descriptions which contc, in the comparisons
snd if it were not for these descriptions or "v/ord paint-
ings" much of the vigor v.-oul"^ ""^^ 1^ ' .
His shorter descriptions also present a clear, vivid
picture through their brilliant figures of speech. In the
calm sea we find Masefield gloring .n .he clipper's pride-
(1).
"Proud i-.s a v/c.r horse snuff in^, ul c ule--pav.'ing . "
Then a few verses further we find this description of the
clipper "v.-^ ^he sunset sky.
"And all the glittering from -^h^ ^nn^^*"'^^ -r-^d.,
And milky colours v/here the bursts have been.
And then the clipper striding like a queen.
Over it all, all beauty 'he crown."
Still later, the second mate describes the ship in the
storm,
—
(3).
"Is it cold on deck?
V.e're sheeted up, I cell you inches thick I
The fo'c'sle's like a v/edding cake."
ri^-^ l-ut "-'^'f*'!^ -^ould note tho similarity bo'-'-^-en the
sheathed iced canvas and the frosting on a y/edding c?ke?
Still to even the unfamiliar reader, the parallel remains
"istinct mental image not easily forgotten.
Then five verses further the ice ladened ship striving
against the gale is described thus:
:.:asefield—Collected Poems~Vol. I. Page 21o.
n n n tt it pig
.
" " " " " 256.
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(1).
"He heard the wind go prs^.
Making the ship wallow as if drunk."
These are only a few of the similes v;hich I might have
selected, but they are typical and their charm rests on
the comparison with the familiar homely objects.
I h'^"':"' selectee' these exampl^^^? -nT-i-p^^-c-^i-- f-nor" The
Dauber because this poem deals v/ith the sea and the
clipper ship v;hich is unfamiliar to most readers. There-
fore, if Masefield can create the unfamili- v fop his
reader, because of his varied experiences, and present a
picture which is mentally distinct and accurate through
- trong LciiwUwa^ J.^^'^al; then 'Aie setting of The Dauber
alone has earned for Masefield his sobriquet of
—
"Masefield--'^he p^int'^r of v^ords."'
Se L ting used as an ai J uO ac olon.
The setting plays an important part, in fact, in some
cases, the setting se^n.'^ b- ^^r~.rr^ r-pA the slim
narrative plot the mere excuse for being as in Rig:ht Royal
As in Hardy* ^ Return of the Native . if one m:' the
descriptior --^ the hedge row, he has lost the b- found-
tion of the novel; so in Masefield^s Daffodil Fields , the
influence of the daffodils upon the characters has p
similar effect, for Masefield like Hardy is basically
English. He pictures for us a changing England v/here
the lifp of simple folk is intense -nd elemental -nd
vrhere the elemental passions of men and women vvho act on
(l) . Masefield--Collected Poems—Vol.1. Pg.£56.

impulse, rho v/hile still in youth, learn the sorrov/s
"."h'ch cc^? to ^^ll. Tndpedj mrr\Y of hi? ch^.rrctors nve
the producls of their environ.iicn o md iierecliLy, and al-
though Gloucestershire is his home country it is of Shrop-
shire that he v;rites.
The Locale Settings.
Perhaps Masefield has made ? conscious effort to
preserve some of the English - ~ : ''"'s
poems, for as William Lyon Phelps says in a criticism of
Masefield, --
(1)
. in
"It seems ~o that :he three poems, Reynard the Fox ,
Ri;^hL Rcr£^, •L.nd Kin.^ Cole , the first dealing v/ith the fo:
chase, the second with the horse race, and the third v/ith
"ihe travelling circue, . -^-^i-ld is doing for our ovm
time vrhat Chaucer did for his in giving accurate and un-
forgettable pictures of the English countryside."
There is a similarity b: .i Reynard the Fox and
The Canterbury Tales , for Masefield' s treatment of the
English countryside reminds one of Chaucer's descriptions,
In Reynard the Fox , the setting is used r' - -^Qp
the plot, and Rural England, long famous for its hunt meei
is abl^;- described. Masefield says in his introduction to
Vol. II of Collected Poems:
"I Y/rote Reynard the Fox partly because the events of
fox hunt have been ^ --^r-- centuries the deepee' ^-l-- nr
in English country life, and partly because the fox hun;
brings together on terms of equality all sorts and condi-
':Li.s^ of Englic'- - . .'^ : V ^u>^
The Advance of . Poetry in ' le
Twentieth Century.
I
frf:r.G ir. vhich m?ny of " of English
cnce of the fox hun' - ^ s moL utiful and i 3nts
exciting, -though no doubt, these -^hings hr ' 1
"•"Ty^ iL^.:n .uor.„ L,^' i:he English ^.ople thcr ' -
If this T;ere his object, Masefield has succeeded,
'b'^?"- ' '-''^ poT'^r^^red sonr^'^hing tho.t v'ill h-'^cont inu" 1
source of dexight not only for the English bub Tor those of
other nations who are interested in hunting. He has treated
'-'•nr, o,-,-.- -o-"- such ^ " universal appeal
and is not limited to any particular group.
It does not surprise us to h-^^/e sefield turn to such
n subject after the horror::; 1. ' " llipoli in •
World 7/ar, and it is of Ro^/nard the Foy, published in 1919, that
Louis Unternieyer remarks—
(1) .
"Reynard the Fox is the best of Mrispfi^ld'r nev mrnn'r
v/ith a touch of his old vivacity." Ilov/Gver Amy Lov;ell insists,
"The War has hurt Mr. Masefield both in mind and spirit.
'^""^^ v,^Mr
-n
• *-yfully and Lchingly upf^n *-hr ^-'orld h'- ^rr^
Lnd deeply loved. Reynard is really a cry of hunger for this
pr . . ' -TEve of nostalgic longing for the old, simple, 'ought-
less ''ocurity and peace '
comforL .
"
One is inclined to discredit this criticism v/hen V/. H.
Hamilton says
—
(2) ..
efield has put out nothing better than Reynard The
l) Louis Untermeyer—Modern British Poetry.
H. Hamilton—John Masefield—A Critical Stury.
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Fc:. . - 'ntensified lil^ .nderness, his sympathy with
all. living creatures is broadened and his beauty evolves into
som- thing stern, lovely, ^nd intellectual. His old poems such
:--£ The Dauber , Daffodil Fields , and The V;idov; in .reet
express loneliness and a pessimistic putlook— ' \z of humor
—
cu^- the nev/er rerlisTii In ?.!?sefleld* s mr--
zest for life and :"n inoense joy in 1 living."
Though the hunt is the real basis of the plot, Reynard
becomes ^h^ :'^'-^^;l hero; Masefield follows his ro-ements
closely thaii those of any other figure. He outvvits man's
desire through the cooperation of Nf=ture's forces. He succeeds
in jumping the hedge v;hi?' ^ can' ..^ .i- hiuec ir.
thicket and s the dogs off his trail to that of a more
unfortun^^-'= fox. The ^•^'''lagorp, '"h'-^ rided the hun"* ^
--ocribed and /a:. ", /.ol.^ j^o-^.. ' ^;asuOral in 1 \5crip
tion of the English coiintryside v/ith " "* lary lore.
wii/.i i..^ lilohly developed inC'^ii ^nomenuii. Ig ib e '
'
its success rests on the value of the locale setting . '
-•-,p -T - ' *- p.t.oo''r] '
-^ion
.
In Ri;^ht Royal there is a slight nar ' nlot, but
it merely furnishes the poem an excuse for being;
really occupie 2condary place. . .. in Reynard 1 z.„
tL hasis is centered on English lif "he he
track, TOV''d assembled, nnr^. the tales of indi^'idusl
l.zr':^e3 occupy the rorSoround. It is ohe race v/hich pr
\n issue. Masefield must have been aware of this for he
s.'v-
-•.n/:--'^uction of Vol. II of Collec^:-'^
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concern*; " 'nly "vvith the " " - - ^ le re. 'a
- hor i rider which in moments of excit:-
[;isn~ - -
^
nunc, ^"
curiously one. I v';:3 also interested in Iritual
nature of contests, in which the in ' '
_ _iud jwayed, not onZ." .li^i: r._.n-.^^.^
but by the intensely excited feelinoS ^ ' .r
"^^ny thousands of partis^^ns close by. Sometimes, in rr^tci
irio coiitests at which ijdiy oliju^ spec o ^.'T^ I.
been present, I have felt tl: lie competing emot:* f
the partisans -"'r^nst took spir-i^ii-^^
_
'
" n^h^ -^r-^rV
'
- ition.
Even though ' - - - fully explains
-'ng of ' ^-j.i., "The ->n'. ^
-
cribed in this poem 'maginary and no ref er^
"o any living person or hor, till
-
^
. -"hole " ~ ' -crll
rnd such r tempo has been reached reader fe
th: t !Jc'Sefl^ld must have had particular r^ce in m^v:''
cours " -
"
-f th :-ty-£ . "
-1
-I
'
..--1.
-'f UiJi.e o o6fcpj.e Ciias6 .
Kin.r. Cole , the third in the series, has muc vy
— T- M.is pO-V ^fi-lc- -V3UoliZ " •
car: ".ans and the stock circus types. Of it Mr. Masefield
zr:y3 in aie Introduction to Vol. TT Coll^c^.^d v
"ICinr Colo is 'r> " "-ir'
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st beautiful moving, which I hope vrill n
"
. '"hough modern forms of . '
^
Tuciuc. ' uniber of cir"" ' iJnglisa r"
Perhaps mo:: the circu ^lely for the
:>£ jving horses, but some amon^ n niut
the feeling ^h^^ the art of the circus is r. l"^-ty :
of mo-^ -
ing of the artists. I v;::S int ' in King Cole beer
T lived for .="^'^0 years in v/hat was said to have been his
parish. Others have denied ^>h- ^ h^ ^ "nvLhln^ "0
li this particular parish and have given him e greater
c " ^"'^'"^ ' "p ni^' nur ~ ""'"'^^ T^h^ .
'k hill in Berkshire, I like to think th
home
King Cole is bur
'
•^hus K-i n,-; Cole become ' \'^^oty r«r
^^ul - " ^
helping hi^
T'h'^ ^n^m represents the drrb circu
"ic.yey mud. The bcnkru^
f disbanding: end the animal
n foPounaLely meets King Co"
hing chrinr scribes th " ^le circus
poin' "
^
•
^
-
clr' • . thing j tb "s not e mere n
circus as he pr ' jally rdinits in

lish country^
"'^h'^ugh Ro^m^. ... _ 2. . If "^"^ King Col
v
are the three most conspicuous examples of loc:.le found
in John Masefield's poems, local color may be found in
his longer poems, '^hi- ' - ^'^
versatility of the writer and mc- \,
'
accurately described. It seems difficul - ' ' zo
that one author coul^^ ' , 7
varied locales.
The Dauber , more dramatic ?nd r?pid in vr^' nt^ h^s
a distinct locale. Jo ' '.cj hoiu 1,,. ti^
secrets of the sea. Unfortunately he finds this ambition
is impossible to realize, but mennvhile the sep has rr-d-^
a Lucn of the Dauber, :-nd . i vC-r hi. . iiio nicda him j l^illj
him ruthlessly. About The Dauber V:. H. Hamilton v;r:'
in John M-sefield , £ Critical Study--
"''asefield is the greatest living artist of " sea;
and the glory of it, vdth detail pondered on and imagined
^^"^'-^h, floods in delu;^:^ of beauty in short poems like
Biography « Ships « Th^ V/snderer, The River , and " 11
the long narrative poem The Dauber rhich y;hatever its
faults is filled with the witchery HiC^ v;onder, the b-^.u.v
and the sorrov.- of the sea in all its moods of calm or
stcr'^!
"
'
:^ an^^.^iil^'u.L.j ^rue, 11: v;oulc seem to
'
the sea the leading character in the poem and it is really
the £^':':'ng!
i
Prffodil Fields depends on its locale for the descrip-
tion of the v,'il fodils as they bloom in the Shropshire
fiel-'^. In The Everle-Stlng Mercy « the setting does not
dominate, nor is it conspicuous in The Widow in the Bye
Street, for these tv'O poems seem biogrrphics.l in tone
and ere the result of personal ejcperiences
.
It is, of course, evident that Mr. Masefield actually
Imovs these settings thoroughly. He paints the picture
of the sea with the old time clipper, and he also attempts
to preserve the pastoral England of "before the war". And
it is because of this knowledge ^li- *- ^-^ 1? 'r-:^ rr^-^-r":
his material in such a way that his reader is able to
knov,', understand and appreciate the poems.
Perhaps sufficient mo ^ ion is lacking for the
characters and possibly Masefield' s delineation is faulty,
for if h-^ troFted his characters vrith the same efficacj'' ss
he does hi^ sowtin^js, Masefield would be an undoubtedly
greater poet from the angle of narrative technique^ As
it i'^, hi' s loc-^le settings are - of his gre" ' t ss: " ; ' :
a poet.
The Pathetic Fallacy .
Ruskin's theory of ""h--^ -^h^tic fallacy'^ -^--ns "^ry
little to Masefield; he ignores it. Indeed, it is possible
that he never heard of it. I rather suspect Masefield
v.'OuT'^' ' j[f someone accused him of vic^ ' 'ng nd
Y/ould be secretly pleased if it y/ere brought to his atten-
tion. We find Right Royal a personified horse and +-here-
fore able to talk to his master. ofield doubtlc-^^ly
cc
(!)•
vroul ' " . "the subtle rela'cion betv.'een uorsc :n(.^
which makes them curiously one." In The D?uber , the
cllpp'^^^ 'z personified also, but this ^ •r^-r'iT-- forgiven
because it is customary to give a ship human qualities.
"^h? T^verl? sting Mercy , several inanim bjects talk
su^^. Co-^aII;, Ljgether, and this i-. „:.cused becau^ " :hows
the author* s imagination. So it is all through the poems,,
and one is forced to admit that though Masefield does
offend against tlic theory it is pardonable, for it does not
annoy the reader and in most cases the personification
seems justified.
(E).
"Ruskin^s point is "-hr^- since concrete objer
actually experience human emotions, it is a violation of
artistic truth to ascribe such emotions to them. But, on
the other hand, it is indubitably true the t human beings
habitually translate their ov/n abstract feelings into the
concrete terms of their surroundings, and therefore, in
a subjective sense at least, sn emotional harmony frG-^ueiit-
ly does exist between the mood of a man and the aspect of
his environment.*'
Therefore, Masefield* s offense is pardonable even when
viev/ed from the angle of good literary technique.
Emotional Harmony
Masefield is very careful on the v/hole to recognize the
emotional harmony between the setting and the theme of
1) .Masefield—Introduction to Collected Poeras-Vol. II.
f). Clayton Hamilton—A Manual of the Art of Fiction--
Pages 105-106.
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the story. He makes a distinct effort to h'-ve the setting
correspond vilth the action of the story. This is especirlly
true of Reynard the Fox , Ri^h':. Roy::l , KIur Cole , r^nd The
Dauber. There are a few exceptions and these are found in
sections of The Everlasting Mercy , Daffodil Fields . and
The V/idov: in the Bye Street .
In The Everlasting Mercy , for example, Saul Kane is so
disturbed by the juiet c?lm of the sl'^^^^-'r^^: tov-n v.'hen non-
Iras ted v.'ith ^he unrest in his own soul oh^it he proceeds to
wake everyone up with the fire bell. Masefield thereby
finally achieves emotional ^•'^mony. The Widow in the
Bye Street has a definite contrast, for the day, v;hen
Jimmy is hanged, seems to present a distinct contrast which
is clearly defined.
(1).
"The warders . olie little larkj v/ei-^ oin^in^,
A plough team jangled, turning at the rist.
Beyond, the mild Crthe'^rrl bell? v/ere ringing^
The elm tree rooks were cawing at the spring time,
beauty of the time when v/inter*s done,
-'rr' -11 ^ he fields are laughing r-f- 'h-^ sun."
Buc lilasefield returns to emotional harmony when the sorrow-
ing mother mourns for her son.
In D" ffodi l Fields , the concluding seen. '
which takes place- in the lovely fragrant field of daffodilsj
but Mary sits unmindful of Nature^ s be?u^ies by the
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Although in the concluding scene of The Everlasting
Mercy , Reynard the Fox , The Widov/ in the Bye Street , Right
Royal , The Dc.uber , e-nd KinK Cola an emotional harmony is
reached, Masefield does not follow any hard snd fast rule.
He builds up dramatic clim?xes and ther \ _ ^ ^ -i-o our
emotions
.
Realistic not Romantic .
From his treatment of the emotional harmony "-h^
ting with the theme one might conclude that Masefield is
romantic in his treatment of setting, but this is not true,
for there is a stern reality about the v/hole scene which
convinces the reader that it is not only a typical scene
but has verisimilitude ps rell.
Cornelius V/eygaudt in his Pennsylvania University
Lectures: "At times his workmanship is at fault, in the
effort of re.-^illsm he not only eschers poetry entirely, \..
leaves his lines, and one cannoo help feeling as they ca;,rae
to him, believing further consideration would result ir
finish too fine for the poem. If such were his raotiv^^ for
the roughness here and there, it is hardly well taken, for
at the close of these poems he writes in the dictior
English poetry has had from Milton' ' ' - nurs."
Something of this 'eld admits in the beginnih^
his introduction to Vol. T. nf Collected Poems, for h-^ '^•^t
-
' though Hi- Liind^ of men always follow one oi
tv.-o purposes in art, for some two generationi
Either thr^ ive towards ^ ' '^"^-''ion of
or for a greater closeness to reality. The main art of th?
c
77ork has been produced oy bot-h schools. The rs of the
?ne school will admire th and scopes of the r
in the other. No artist can say truthfull-
is better or finer or more beautiful than the
"In England these two schools hr^T- -l^'-p.ys existed.
There is the native school, v/hich li::.z equalities of - -
ter, draY/ing, humor, liveliness, and truth; there is another
school, no^ ri-^' i-'?^ but impor'"'^d by -^hose v^ho h?ve stri^'-en
to correct, by foreign examples of good taste, the simplicity
or rusticity of school."
"'-"-field then -^^--.--r'- iv -bout the influ--^'--
of Tennyson and th if ices employed to attain certain
ends by his imitators, and finally says: "These imi+-ators
often proclaimed that in the works of Tennyson, poe.-
uttered its last word and ' nothing more remained to be
said by the poets writing English. This proclamation;, often
repeated, came in time to be believed by mc:ny vdio cared
more for the respectability than for the adventures of
min:" . It also rousT-'' " r--^'- on .
"Among men, v/ho recognized the beauty of much of
Tennyson* s poetry, there were many v.'ho yet felt that poetry
had not said her l^s"^ -//ord and rb' if no thin,:; b'-'-^--
least something different could be done."
This rsther clearly proclaims Masefield^s purp 'n
-'^1 ting and singles him out as a rerli . He feel.r
Tennyson* s rhymes are superficial; the idea has been sacrific-
ed for the rhyme. Later in e criticism of the school of
t
realists to vvhich he belong ' ^ ' "Often
has been harsh, violen
,
5 lll-con?id«rpd ; too gen^^rally
it has been read inster-'' -"^ spokcr.,
fr/ " nd shortcomings, these poets have been in the
school of life instead of the school of -rtifice."
Here Masefield reminds us once again 1" 2 has
actually seen what he describes. ~ ooncl ' ly pr
that Masefiel'''' ' " "^^^Wz^. ^jt "^ho c''':oic'^ ^.^ h"i ^"
plot, and setoing, but a romanticist in his treatmen
the idealism he expresses.
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Generrl Peline r.t ion of Characters .
T h'^TP ^Ire'^c^v TT^nt'^ on'^'^ "fielr'^'^ ch^.r.'-. ct. ^r
'
-.ion^ :.nu iliov.n 'cho inr^Uvi-iice of the " u^-'O^^ .iizrn--
in f?ct the tv/o are r. sily separated. His char
'^^'I'^r.T '^''^11 r',"f"'n'^'^ •'""^ps "^nfl to pr_ch MrspfiPld g''
iduol trec^lment; moreo.:i\, by his clear descrip-
tiono he gives them life. The men and women which Mr,^(~-
field nas cr-^^^^ t""- n'^^ -.'-r In "-'-^--r
_ \ n^"'- h' " '
enough individual traits to make them human. M&ny authors
and painters have be 'le type but have
icted. One well -laic
r:
,
^.'^r^Z is sele . from Go
!.'.oc"orn --.r..
lich clearly illustr
s Ron.':' is
Jules Breton^ s p:
f^iicC-- ma^e hi^'
^s disguised
T '. . _ 'le L ? rk n
contrasted v.dth those of
7 arc
3 girl
•Jenn lUllet's The Glecners r not ; y
'
\. '.titu^
lif - . I ^'-dily apparen" -" ------ -• ---^
v.'hile ' is of the country. Millet painted " '
he under :d Breton did not.
To take sn example from literature, Tennyson has made
his characters representative but he has failed to make
them indi'T'du-l. It ^.vould be impossible vrn^gn'--
' 3 actual men and v;omen. Elaine is thus descri^
rc
Lr-ncel6t and Elaine--
"Elrine the fiir, Elaine -li- :i.jvable,
ine, the lily maid of . '
j-^lly ^he r'^^'d'^T* T-m'"' '^y l"i '"^'lG about Yl" '^n'"^ on''
-
ward appearance; he only linov.o tlie typ " ' ^^v^on'-.
Masefield like Millet makes his peasa.nts and noblr
"
'^^ual Cj^ 1 " "
_
cou'L' T"^,''!^ *r!irougli ti in'^ * d—
ual tr " 'his is true of noo only uis major ch^ra:
but his minor as v/ell.
Presentation of Characters.
Saul Kane is one the best defined major characters.
He is ably described in the stanzas sumrnarizing hi 'Id-
hood which serv'- .he introduction Llx. pcc.u. I'h..
character of the Vnidow in The V.'idovi/ in the Eye Street ±^
lose second. In "^his poom the fir:: is given over
entirely to a description of the four characters for vihom
set the "chessboard". The j the four active
char" '=rs : the other indi""'''^u '^'^ "^'^rcly ^r•'-^T!•_>'^^^ i"n
the background. Of the four major ch. Jnly
are important— the widow, and Anna—the men are merely
foils.
The character of the widow is based on the old
proverb which I quote directly from the poem and from
these verses her character may be amalyzed; incidentally
they furnish the fundamental theme for the poem.
(1).
"The mother* s daily fear of what v/ould come,
(l) .Masefield—Collected Poems—Vol. I. Pg. 149.
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When v;oman and her lovely boy should meet,
V.'hen the nev/ wife v/ould break up the old home .
"
With this thought the v;idow directly influences Jimmy
against all the village girls until th-:^ rv,^ot- ^-.y^
the fair, and Anna is looking for an Cooy vicoim. Her
motive is jealousy. She has found that he irer, iilrn,
who has become impatient because she was Ir-te, toying with
a gypsy girl. When they laugh at her, she becomes angry
and at once plans to retaliate. Jimmy, therefore, becomes
her prey, for Anna sees her opportune • msriie Ern
jealous and plays her cards shrewdly.
(1)..
"The woman's maxim, '?:in the mother first'.
Made her be gracious to the v/ithered thing."
Poor Jimmy's condiT:ion is described thus:
(?).
"We have to hurry at the touch of fate;
V;hen Life knocks at the door no one can v/ait,
V.'hen Death makes his arres'' h.?.-'^ go
And so with Love, and Jimmy found it so."
Masefield in a fev; verses describes his major char-
acters. It is not necessary for him to go into a detail-
ed description, for in a 'few verses he can give an
adequate picture which clearly presents the t^z-pe.
in the above quotation, Anna's skill is sLov.n iii^ir.^Cvly
through her attitude towards Jimmy's mother and directly
by '^'^scrlbins her effect on Jimmy. For the first time
his ^'iOuher hoS allowed him to speak to a womeui and love
1). Masefield--Collected Poems--Vol. I. Pg. 157.
?} . " " " " " 156.
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itered his soul—fro on it will be :^uggle
-17
lous, and jow Jimmy is actually in love
7;ith Anne. It is l- ficul"" ^o rn-^sn ^h- '^o-n'^lii'^ * ^n
.
Yet, Masefield has accomplished this efiec * -
verses
.
The minor characters are also presen.^
types with individual personalities. From Reynard che
Fox I have selected the description of Old Bennett.
Old Benne'ou sat :^n^ w-, ojIi^.c. J.r^ g:. ring.
He^d given many a man a lathering
In field or "barn and woman
His cold eye reached a woman through
y/ith comment, men v;ith scorn,
h- ithin - --^
,
For he vvoS iTiindc-d lilce an
That strikes v;hatever is not dust."
^ ''/^r a complete and adequate description-- -ould
recognize Old Bennett if we were to meet him. Not only
has Masefield described his appearance but also his
disposition and his code of ethics. Here is ' ' :,r
taken from the same poem describing the parson* s sporting
(^).
v'-'S 3 stout one, f-jll of life.
V, i-oli red, Lj.uick, kin'TJ.y, uian" " 3
,
(1) . -efield—Collected Poems—Vol. II. Pg. 11
.
" " " Vol. II. Pg. 3
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S: , no sis 3 the hen^
Bub fierc. min^^ ' . ^n.
3h: vore a coat j.nd ^ji^ir^ of groen^
A waistcoat out of hunting red.
Her sporting t,ype is easily recognized. Thus; " field
describes her husband
—
(1).
"He lo\"ed the sound of his ov/n voice.
His talk v;as like ...-o c.x.rge of horse."
But Masefield ^ ipletely characteriz - ' -• • -
a single verse by a figure of speech. Here is one ^vhich
is not only ironic bu r^ather terrible criticism of -n
u V i^ual
.
(s).
"His loose mouth open'' gate."
From Ri^:ht Royal I select Vnis c\ erization of ;:
^''^^".inct
^-I'l^'-'.
(3).
"Dick Cappell from a Lon"''^-n i^i-v --^
His fleshless fa^: " h
For the narrow pear o_ cull beneath.
He had cold blue ..^c—, nd . .u^-. *'
^
V.'ith yellov; teeth sticking out of ' .
Ther no red blood in his lips of skin
Hi'" ' I'-i n-i ter hard, sharp soul
Cl) .Masefield--Collected Poems—Vol. TI. Pg. 3
(p) , " " " " . 5

Perhaps the thing tha: ' lost enjoyed
being rude T:hen he f _ nnoyed."
He :*
; _
.re T/illin^ to r3'
like to meet; it is a type, hov/ever, Vvhich is alv/ays
seen ?t the f'^irs and races.
So it is throughout the poems; each character be-
comes a distinct personality, and it is moreover a repress
"tive persor ^f "^b*^ -5"'^:'' ?^iicb Tn'-r' ^-pc-
vrhether they be major or minor, are noc easily forgotten,
for they are universnl in their appeal.
Dialogue .
One thing whicL " ' " afield in the development of
his character-- ' ' ogue. He has plenby of opportu;
use dialecL, L
the imT5ression of the locr-le is conveyed. Evidently he
(1).
"grees v.'ith Tho' "The di^lec^ stop' ">
not dipend much ' ' ruion of s_tje-^a.iiig^
'r effec of idioms and c"
~Tlo-i_uii- ^ --.-p-P--^ - -• . T'
YiiTiile reiiding leld, one is impressed with tho
effect of his convers? tion. The folloy,^ in
almost think he was reading a drama^ " .
field* s semble the"clo:. ' -ovming. Of
courc", \- • - — the dramatic effer^
Thomas Manchester -nd Scot':--Comp ' for
'
. College Students--Pg. 395.
r(
certaii " ' "though
ti
, _
- • ^ly Ri^hL Royal end King Cole . The
chc.ng" of stA'lp rnnoys ^h/^ y^'^'^d^T.. bu ' eeche - r.-
rue of ype presented.
Kinetic Chrrrcters
The male characters on " ole impress on^ ^ '
kinetic or developing characters. Saul Kane brupt
ly frn- ^'-r Dauber
from youth to manhood. Rosas matures from th " ' ng
boy to the brutal king nnd fnther. Jlrcn^'- br^^rks loose
from his"mother's apron .r " " ' Mour:. l^y liieeLo his
fate. These are all Kinetic characters whose development
n forec^stef^- in -^he introduction of the poem.
Of rll those v/hich I mentioned Rosas is the
for purposes of analysis.
merej-y uold LaaL the cliild :" " .d his grand-
father h ophesied the future. Th;- 1 concludes
pre: - rv.^-. . .
hi'! T.other' uthority and Ic . :-t
find 1:5 lauded as the hero by the lawless ?piichos. Throu
" Civi_ T, Rosas is given Power for lie "
the Reds and the V/hil i. Y.o eContent, R
+-1-IP nno thing "'hi ho is denied— st)iri'f"U'^l
cclesias t^ical power of the church and fore
pri ionize him. Rosas is now not only a temporal
r
the r of Povver, and as Oldr.g
.i^urii-;; llegoric. -L ignif 3 ce.nce 1
does no ' .3 one until he analyze
F-^. ; "iT^il^ ~n'^,.5s a developing chrrscter, is
:;iOSL 111 ooTcii Lin^, •
'"ery fev;, if any, of Masefield^s female characters
can considered Kinetic.
Mary, the possible exception in The Daffodil Fields ,
has only one claim to being a Kinetic character, though
she might v/ell be considered entirely ic.
one claim is her inability to make up her mind, but as
she succeeds in ruining tv;o gooci men, it vroul '
though she v;ere acLive enough. In : v/oy, she reminds one
of Ruth in Eugene O'Neills Beyond the Horizon . Ruth
r> J , • , . , _ ^ .
As I • _^.id, almost all of 'Meld's fem .
chr V ' ^ 1 c ; th'-^;- tp- no' - - ;^-t -v,--
On S.\e v;hole, i:hey do noG seem to be life-like. -'Ae
from the character of the widow, there is only one 'vho
convinces th^' ^-..-^ - being real fl^.^u ....
That character is Mrs. Jaggard in The Everlastin.s: Mercy .
She is real, but after all, she does not develor\, for
1.. -Jiil-j minor character. It is her .....i-uJ-v v'.-' j"..
is natural and her speech v/hich is typical that make:,
her interesting.
i
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The character of Miss Bourne, the Friend, in The
Everlasting 'lercy is second in rank. The difficulty
?;hich she presents is of plausibility. V:oul"- - ^ of
her type be apt to visit the dives after the curfew had
rung in order to send the belated sots home? And if she
did visit them, would she be able to reform ? noL^r_.:^-
character like Saul Kane by sheer hypnotism?
(1).
It is said, "Robert Louis Stevenson once remarked th?.t
v;henever, in a story by a friend of his, he came upon s
passage that was notably untrue he always suspected thct
-: »- ""o-,^ been transcribe:"" ^ir'^ctly fro^^ -r.^i-,---! -v, -
author hsd been too sure of the facts to ask himself in
vvV y they vrere representative of the general lav/s of
lif-. ^w- — - ^ the careful thi-'- -
only as they are significant of truth." This may be true
of Masefield^s poem. The poet may have knov/n of such
case, but this incident would not occur often enou^- ' ~
make it universally true, and therefore, the scene car^
be accepto-^ ^"ithout at least a question.
SentiiL^xi I -^i.::::] .
Masefield^s men are so virile th. ' -\ unfor'
th^t his female characters T'^ so "'^'^'^^
,
b;: a distinct trace of sentimenLalism. T!
adequately described, but they fail to act consistently;
an^' '-he character of - in The Daffodil Fielc.., ' -
standing example.
(l) . CI' 7' on Hamilton—A Manual of the Art of Fiction Pg.lC
C
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.'no"'..er example of sentiinen'' ' is found in The
Widov; in th? Bye The mother dominat ' >.•' son
and expects to fill his life completely, but she is finally-
disappointed, for he shakes off the paren' " ty and
T_,:,--7Qs >iep lonely, forgetting ^-^-^ fo-
the transitory sunshine of Anna's sweet smile. -'hen, in
(1).
v:hat Cornelius \veygaudt refers to as having "the clarity
and dignity of the poetry foun ' ' n only 'i"
threnodies and reminigjent of Arnold's Schol--r Gy:,
Lycidas , or Macbeth' s comment on Duncan," comes the
v/hich he terms the ' .In th: :
stanzas TJasefield pathetically describes the wido.
sinrs "Binger" all alone mourning for her son.
"Singing her song the crazy mother goe:^.
Singing as though her hear' full of peace
"ick the petals from the dro_ '
,
make the 'rir'""^"'ri" ^^^'^ n fle''^':'^,
moon drops weou, bu lot cease.
The mice peep out to hear her sing,
^'''n'- ' . nn--^- --^ ' - cockerel ' ' '
And in the sunny dav.Tio of hot July,
The labourers going to the '
_
Rubbing the sleep out of their he
They lean upon the parapet to stare;
-ee her basil in her hair,
Cornelius Weygaudt—University of Pennrylvania Le-
(?) . - '*ield--Collected Poems—Vol. I. P^.^OS

blue self-h of Dover
.
Dully her, then thc^ '
'^o '.li?:!: Sh- ^ ' ' uplr.-nc"
Mer singing lingers vriLh th:. " 3y n-O'
ny times they try '
,
'"'^.'1, with fu^l "-"r^^nr t y o /^o hl].!^
They lif * cleLv; oh, very clear it
Mixed vfith the swish of man: ing flov/ers."
Cornelins Wey
^
no^ ' 3d in the " '
'
"
FJ interest ends v/hen Jii hanged, and h
'through these verses fn'Tir ' '^eir b'^
'''y
. This ^
^
.i-orcicrc, no .aiouolG coiiC.
,
and erges
li\ Enjl: - ed
.
Amy is made to appe- ' very sei
si ligh:. It is fortunate for her and her 1
Khalif is s gentleman and not of the >r
Rosas who v.-ould have been infur: by Ger&rd'
Direct Dslineation
.
ing them directly to his reader. The Druber
to the reefer by means of an exposi^ii^n v/hic"
boyhood story very carefully. The c i^:-'.cter '
lasting. Mercy and Daffodil Fielc -scribe'
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_r- _"uce tlio cuL.r£.c v,er5 by e "nin^; ohcir eccen^^ric "
This is especially true of the groups v;hich ?re found in
P?yn?r(^ the Fox, Rig:ht Roy King Col .
speeches give us a clear insign " " is ch
Tr. Re^mr-rd the Fox , and The Everlast T n? Merc:
by building " . " ' ncev.'hich lurni
-•^^r ?hrr?-cterization . 'crl exrvr/ple Is K:ne*s
filch-" JiuL.y J.-£,^^r"
and telling him the story of Tom Cat^s adventures.
But on the vrhole Mrsof ' pr-^f
recder draw his own conciujions.
Indirect Delineation .
afield presents most -f ' n^r- - - • -- -r. - indir-.
to the reader. He sometimes does it through reports
of other characters. An example of this is found in Th°
V/idoY7 in the Bye Street . The lounger^ - -^cribe in '
of-fact v/ay to the mother the stor^ "ler son^s en r,
for they s^r'^c the record-^ps of his movemon'. ".
By fa: intero^.ing - _^ " -
character portrayal is shov.-n by the eff f one :;r-
^} othi^r. V/hen we ;ire first iw^T^'^uc""^ ' -
vG^L.re '.ol'i tLo.t all the sailors are by ai. ' ' gcLi,
"But no or. it across to talk to him and all " lied
hlyn r-y'----
^ ised him." Bu'- -f^-^-.
conc^uered self the Mate says approvingly, --
(1). Mnsefield—Collected Poems—Vol. I. Pg. ril.

-cc-
Ui. :'.cck the first, v/hy holj or, r
V T TT
The sailors and the se£ changed J
personality and developed ' the hidden tr '
conquered self.
Annans influence upoi: " unformed charactr
is interesting in its development. It is :il.?o nrobnble, for
Jimniy has had no previous experiences, .iiu v.hen one is
stiffly suppressed, he is like wax in the hands o:^
of Anr :
'
Mrs. Jag_ ' ffect upon Saul Kane, the union be'"
Right Royal anC r, and Michael's influence upor
Mary are oth ' . -f— -f the in.-_.,^::
one character upon another.
Influence of Environment
.
The influ-iiC^ zi -li". 1:. -x...., '^^u^.
spicuou is true of ' cters, Masefield's
chare cters are the product of ' ' enrironrnent . This i"^
especially true of The Daffodil Fields . They serve to brin
out a dull harmony v/hich accords the theme of the
I'-"- -rd influences the ' - ' . ^t-t--
therefore, the result of her environment and heredity.
The might be said of the Dpube: . -^s his
v,^,^.^, ^ho sea, or of Ro. ^ ^
possible the fulfillment of the grandfather's prophecy.
These characters are the result of their c nraent
(1). Masefield—CollGC^' " ^oems—Vol. I. ?g. '^^S.

rCin;-, Cole--an Allegoricgl Cliorr-Cter .
As I h Ireac^ \ Kin^- Cole • • '
allegor:' resentir, ;.ly old sou' il_
doing ' for his fellow men. Masefieid has a difficult
task to present this character in an active ^ \ '/' rerd=-r
so that they will accept him as the "dcu:. mschinr " ^
poem. He does it rather skillfully, for he presents him to
his reader by means of a crreful description vrhich firs'",
accounts for the old showman's presence in ;:he v/orld, secor '"'
-
ly explains his power to aid the troubled, and finally der-
cribes him directly. The po^m r^r^r^r\'- ^^l'' ?ripti
King Cole.
(1).
"King Cole was King before the trouble came.
The land was happy v/hen he held the helm.
The valley laaid from Condicote ' -
^
V/atered by Thames and green v-ith many an elm.
For many a year he governed v/ell his realm
So v;ell-beloved, that when at last he died.
It v/as a bereavement to the countryside.
So good, so ?'ell-beloved, had he been
Ir 11^--^-, th-^t ^-hen he reached the judging place
There vViiere Ihe scales are even, the svrord keen.
The Acquitting Judges granted him a grace,
(l) . Mesefield—Collected Poems— -'ol. II. ^^51.
rr
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Aught he might choose, rec\ " . ck, frorr; king to ccc
Beneath the bright arch of Heaven* s span.
So since that '"1'^^^ h'^ ,--j-ir7p-(-.c ^h:)T9. "nc' .-^hire
An old, poor, v.'andering man, Vv"ith glittering eyes
Helping distressful folk to their desires
By power of the spirit tha.t within him lies.
Gentle he is, and quiet, and most v;ise.
He weprs p ragged grey, he sings sv/eet v/ords.
And v;here lie walks there flutter little birds."
By this means Masefield succeeds in making him real,
(1).
and rs "it is only v/hen allegorical characters are virtually
conceived as 'n"""' -.'iduals, inst^-^ '"" -'^ — .- v , j-^. ^
they touch the heart." King Cole becomes accepted as &
character v.'ho, though unique, is real.
Character Grou? Background.
On the whole Masefield confines himself to a very few
characters. Often one leading character, es in The Ever-
lasting Mercy and King Cole, furnishe3 the main inlersst.
Rarely are there more than four important characters, but
grouped artistically in th-:^^ brckground is the crnv-ri . Th-* s
is especially true of Reynord the Fox , Pd ght Roy:.-.! , snd Kin/
Cole. Although Reynard is the main character, the hunters
2 nmpose the colorful background and furnish the main inter-
est. In Rig:ht Royal , it is much the same; the characters
only furnish a picturesque group of interested spectators
(l).Clay^-r "^^"-ilton-- ' Manual of the 'r^ of Fiction.
Page 81.
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for the Kin^ Cole - " '-"ri- --l:' r-^'^ ---- -^-t^,-.!;
and the characters gls^nce to and fro from Lhe background to
the foreground as their turn comes, for the whole circus is
treats J one.
These three poems remind one of the pag^ntry of the
Chinese tapestr3.^ v/hich tells its story as ii' 1 p. unrolled
by means of a series of individual yet relc pictures.
r
D. ''^m-r.t of Vie:^
Varici.ble ao oroach
One thing which is especially interesting from the
angle of 1^'arrative Technique is Masefield^ s troatment of
the Point of View, vrnile he seems on the whole to prefer
the third person, he changes his point of view readily to
suit the scene, character, or plot.
The Internal Point of View
The Sverla
s
ting Mercy is told almost entirely from the
hero's point of view, Saul Kan- gives us a very impersonal
account of his dissolute boyhood and then proceeds '--.'Ith the
story of the unjustified boxing match, his subsequent de-
bauch at the Lion, the ringing of the fire bells, his
encounter with the parson, the second night's escapades,
and the davm of the new day v/hich brings his reformation.
This is "told in the first person, but although the story is
told from Saul's vie\vp:.int and in his ov/n diction, still
there are passages "of pure descriptive poetry v/hich are be-
bsyond^he ken -'I'Sctul ' s conception and reflect the author's
personality.
(1).
"Such violations of the hard terms of actuality are
justified by literary conventions; and that if the gain in
vividness be great enough the reader will be willing to con-
cede first, that the story shall be told by the leading
actor, regardless of the motive and second, that he shall be
granted the requisite mastery of narrative 1' The whole
(1). Clayton Hamilton—A Manual of the Art of Fiction—Pg.l24
r
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achieves vividness, plausibility, and realis-, and Masefield
thus succeeds in giving the poems a distinct unity. Enslaved
is also told in the first person but the effect is not as
satisfactory as that of The Everlasting Mercy .
The Wldo\-/ in the 3ve Street is told from the angle of
the various characters, each one tells his share of the
story
.
In the third part of The Dauber, the past action is
told by the young seaman, and therefore, is told from the
internal angle; but the rest of the poem is told from the
external point of view.
The External Point of View
In Reynard the Fox the jint of view becomes omniscient.
At one point Masefield tells the hunter* s story and thoughts,
then again ae is -..ith the villagers who help direct the
chase, but mainly the story is told from Reynard* s view-
point.
Masefield uses trie limited point of vi?w in Daffodil
Fields, for v.e do not know Mary's attitude even though that
of the tv/o men is apparent from the first. This, of course,
adds suspense to the story.
The author likes to tell his own story and usually uses
the third person. Ho act--, as a reporter who describes his
characters by their " ppe^rance, their actions, and their
mental reactions. This is the pointy of
.
viey/ .-us " ' The
. Dauber « King . Cole , Rose-
3
,. and.^.Rexpard ^ the Fox,
,'.ylp-seems singularly c.dapted to Masefield's ,
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Masefield^ s Tone Per son^il
Masefield likes his characters and- is decidedly personal
in his treatment of them. To him they seem alive. He
describes them with so much vigor that the reader is able
to grasp the author's mental image and make it his ov/n. It
gives a personal tone to the narrative and convinces the
reader of its vitality.
(1).
"The author who writes personally does not hesitate to
reveal, nor even to express directly, his admiration of the
character's merits or his depreciation of a character's
defects. There is a certain salutary humanness about an
author v/ho loves or hates his characters just as he would
love or hate the same sort of people in actual life, and
writes about thera with the ~lov; of personal emotion."
It is this personal quality which gives an added charm
to Masefield' s narrations.
(1) . Clayton Hamilton—A Manual of the iirt of Fiction—Pg. 135-36
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E. Masefield^ s Poetical Technique
Style
Perhaps fcaseiield's greatest charm is found in his
descriptive Power and Style. He seems to create by his
vigorous spontaneity a nev; influence in the field of poetry.
The poet achieves emphasis by means of climatic suspense and
pauses. Frequently he inserts passages of poetic beauty
which retard the plot, as in The Everlasting Mercy or
The Dauber . but the reader readily forgives him because the
poet's personality is pleasing and his style is vivid and
forceful
.
There is a tendency for Masefield to neglect to revise
or reorganize his work. This fault Masefield practically
admits when he voices his disapproval of "the school of
artifice" in the Introduction to Vol. I of his Collected
Poems. His rhyming is at times faulty and one mi-^ht al-
most accuse him of using words because they rhyme. Although
there are several examples in various passages which I
have .uoted, the outstanding example is found in Rosas
.
(1).
"Then he got strength and skill till all men there.
Even the Indians spoke of him as fey.
He beat the unbacked stallion from his mare.
And mounted him and made the beast obey."
The use of "fey" is impossible. With no stretch of the
imagination can such a man as Rosas be spoken of as a fairy
even to make the verses rhyme. Such an error Masefield
would have realized had he revised his v/ork. Similar
(1). Ma2efield--Collected Poems—Vol. I-P?. 4P9
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exair-ples can be found in all his poems. Undoubtedly his
poems would be greater from a poetical and technical stand-
point if he had revised his work more. But Masefield vms
afraid that he might, like Tennyson, be accused of employing
artifice; so he let his work remain a'^ originally written.
There is a marked improvement in Mid-Summer Kight and
Other Tales, (1988) . In these poems the meter is more re-
fined and the work shows signs of revision. This collection
contains short narrative poems which are based on some of
the less familiar of the Arthurian ledgends. The volume
reminds one of Tennyson's shorter Idylls of the King . Un-
fortunately a certain spontaneity, which is present in
Masefield's earlier poems, is lacking. This is either due
to the triteness of the subject or to the effort at revision.
Masefield' s Technique
Masefield's poems may be read at one sitting and their
dramatic appeal fastens them in +he reader's memory, for
Masefield appeals to the senses and not to the reason
primarily. The stories as plotted structures seem of minor
importance, for it is the setting and the cha^^acterizations
with the rapidity of his rhythms and the freshness of his
treatment which delight the reader.
Masefield ha 3 a distinct literary technif^ue which at
times seems hampered by the poetical restrictions. He
accepts all save one of the imagist principles and refuses
to develop new rhythms preferring to use the traditional
verse forms. His poetry contains much which is universal,
for it is on the whole "simple, sensuous, and passionc.te
.
4
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His poetical theory Miss Sullivan sums up in The Realism
in the Poetry of John Masefield . as the theory evolved in
Wordworth's preface to his Lyrical Ballads .
"The principal object then proposed in these poems v/as
to choose incidents and situations from common life and to
relate or describe them throughout, as far as possible in
a selection of language really used by men, and, at the same
time to throw over them a certain colouring of imagination,
whereby ordinary things should be presented to the mind in
an unusual aspect, and further, above all, to make these
incidents and situations interesting by tracing them truly,
though not ostentatiously, the primary lav/s of our nature,
chiefly as far as regards the manner in which vie associate
ideas in a state of excitement. Humble and rustic life was
chosen, because, in that condition, "he essential passions of
the heart fine a better soil in v/hich they can attain their
maturity, are less under restraint, and speak a plainer and
more emphatic language, because in that condition of our life
elementary feeling co-exists in a state of greater simplicity,
and conse<:^uently, maybe more accurately contemplated and more
forcibly communicated, because the manners of rural life
germinate from those elementary feelings, and, from the
necessary character of rural occupation are more easily
comprehended and are more durable; and lastly because in
that condition the passions of men are incorporated with the
beautiful and permanent forms of nature."
This seems a fitting criticism of Masefield^s narrative
poems, for v-'hen he was asked the guiding motive in his
writing he said:
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"I desire to interpret life both by reflecting it as
it appears and by portraying its outcome. Great art must
contain these two attributes. Examine anyone of the dramas
of Shakespeare and you will find that this action is the
result of a destruction of he balance in the beginning.
It is like a cartful of apples which is overturned. All
the apples are spilled in the street. But you will notice
that Shakespeare piles them up again in his incomparable
manner. Many may be bruised, broken, anda few lost: but
that is life."
And it is because of his interpretation of life that
Masefield will be given an important place among the
twentieth century authors by the coming generation for his
appeal is univ rsal.
r
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IV - Conclusion
In this dissertation - The Narrative Technique of
John Masefield^s Longer Poems - I have shown that Masefield
is a very versatile v/riter, and as a poet, has many claims
to distinction. As a narr tive poet, he is probably the
greatest that the twentieth century has yet produced. He
has made a distinct mark on all the poetical literature of
his time and although his poetry lacks the polish of the
older poets, he shows their influence in his style. But
Masefield is a distinct individualist, and while he is un-
doubtedly influenced by Hardy, Chaucer, and Tennyson, still
he has preserved his ov/n descriptive power and style unhampered
by the restrictions of others. Many future poets will attempt
to copy his style, his figures of speech, and his realist:".";
settings, but they will lack his individuality and univer-
sality.
Technical rules miean very little to Masefield, for
he has an individual narrative technique. He prefers to
branch out into the ne.ver fields end in many ways he is the
product of his age. His poetry reflects -lis varied life,
and though at times he may err in a technical w^y^ he pictures
that -phase of life which is ever new. He has made narrative
poetry out of tne very material v/hich has refused to yield
its fruits to other ^.oets who lacked this master* s touch.
Masefield has painted the sea with a masterly hand, and has
pictured the tranquil English countryside for his reader.
Moreover, Masefield has created narrative poems which live .
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and breathe and contain enough universal truths to insure
them a permanent and conspicuous place in the tv/entieth
century literature.
I have proved that although Masefield is a realist
in his selection of material, his treatment is romantic,
for he seems to hold out the eternal hope of salvation to
his characters.
From the angle of narrative technique The Ev erlasting
Mercy and The Dauber are his best poemjs and in many ways
they seemi like short stories for they have a well sustained
plot; and adequate descriptive setting, and characters who
on the v/hole act consisteiitly . Although certain poems are
important for other qualities, these tvvo poems conformi the
closest ".vit'h the rules of ^ood narrative technique.
Reynard the Fox . Pdi^-ht Royal , and Daffodil Fields
mdght be termed his locale poems, for their background is
Masefield *s beloved Shropshire.
Reynard the Fox . Ri ght Royal . and King Cole resemible a
beautiful tapestry of the English countryside, but in form
they seem to be essay rather than of narrative structure.
Their characterizations and settings are narrative. P.evn: rd
the Fox , because of its setting and characterizations, is
in some respects one of the best of Masefield* s narrative
poems. King Cole has much literary merit but is a poetical
allegory in form.
Although his poems are founded on a slim narrative plot,
yet they excel in the character portrayal and the develop-
ment of his locale settings.
I
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Masefield»s characters are .veil depicted, but even
though they are v/ell dravm, they fail in many cases to assume
an active role in the poem. Masefield*s men are vigorous and
active. They seem real flesh and blood as they move about,
live and love, and struggle v/ith their difficulties. His
women are not as v/ell portrayed. This is due in part to
their sentimental treatment. The characters on the whole
lack sufficient motivation because the plot is slight and
does not furnish them enough incentive for action.
Masefield's greatest fault as a narrative poet is his
failure to recognize the logical ending for his poems. He
is apt to prolong the conclusion by adding stanzas of lyric
poetry which at times v/earies the reader, for his active
interest has ended with the story of the poem. He also has
the tendency to insert philosophical remarks which delay the
action of the story at the most dramatic moments.
Masefield on the whole is a very dramatic poet - it
seems to be natural for him to tell the story from a
dramatic .point of view. At times he, even writes his nar-
rative poems in dramatic form. He also achieves a dramatic
effect by using dramatic foreshadowing, and in this v/ay he
obtains emphasis and creates suspense.
It is Masefield* s characters, settings, and literary
technique which assure him a conspicuous place among our
twentieth century writers. Masefield* s desire is to inter-
pret life among the simpler groups so that he can reveal the
mental struggle of his characters against the elementr" forces
of nature and society's code. This does not mean that
Masefield's poems are moralistic or didacric; it means that
I
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each one either directly or indirectly teaches a lesson
which is founded on one of society* s commandments. For
as he says in The Everlasting Mercy;
(1).
"Each one has been a little child,
A little child with laughing look,
A lovely white unwritten book,
A book that God will take my friend.
As each ^'oes out at journey's end.
The Lord who gave us Earth and Heaven,
Takes that as thanks for what He's given.
The book he lent is given back
All blotted red and smutted black."
(1) . Collected Poems - Vol. I - Pg. 56
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